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III. PRODUCTION PLANNING AND POLICY DESIGN 

AN INTRODUCTION 

Jan w. o~~iński 

It is assumed throughout this volume that agricultural 

activities dominate economically and/or socially in rural 

systems, even though a large portion of rural population may 

depend on some other source of income. Hence, in designing an 

outline for integrated rural development, agricultural activities 

should form a core of both the development design procedure 

and of , the resulting outline itself. Agriculture provides income 

and food, and requires inputs, inćluding local resources. Thus, 

this set of activities constitutes a link between the resource 

system, at which we have looked before, and the social system, 
whose some aspects shall be undertaken in a later chapter. 

The very notion of development refers to passing of time, 

and in particular, it refers to future. Hence, it is necessary 
to derive projections or plans from the present state of 

affairs, expectations of those who shape the development course 

and available resources. It should be assumed that increasing 

complexity of interrelations within the system, which limits 

ssverely the capability of individual actors to decide ratio

nally, as well as growing gap between expectations and actual 

achievements, especially in the attained level of life, make 

it necessary to perform planning. Planning presupposes intelligent 

intervention into the processes taking place within the syst~m. 

i.e. the capability of carrying out effectively such intervention, 

and the analytical ~nd design capacities beyond the scope of 
individual actors, subject to intervention planned. ~ 

· Thus, the planning method envisaged should have the following 
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featu r es: 
appropriate functioning as a mere forecasting tool, i.e. 

under the business-as-usual assumption, ensuring that 

conclusions drawn are correct at least in this case, 

consideration of goals and expectations of the main 
groups of actors shaping the processes within the system, 

- consideration of the ef fectiveness of intervention measures, 

meant to bring about the desired course of affairs, 

possibility of sensitivity analysis of planning results 

with regard to main quantitative assumptions about e.g. 

resource volumes, i.e. determination of changes in 
results .which can be brought aqout by shifts in system's 

conditions. 

Since one is primarily interested in plans which are in 

some sense best /"optimal"/ it. is important that the planning 

method ensure: 
- generation of alternative plans and 
- chcice of best variants according to 
- explicit quantitative criterion which serves as a measure 

for choosing the best plan alternative. 
All these assumptions sum up to a procedura shown in Fig. 1 

beloi,,v. 

Generation Internal Actors' eva-
, 5 st em's luati·on of of alter- Controls 

na~ives 
system s state 
description system's 

Interventions into 
system ' s stat e 

Choice o-f 

state 

,__ ______________ --ła l terna t i ves 

Fig. 1. El~ments entering the planning and 

policy design procedura and their 

interrelations . 

System's sta
t e a n d a c t o rs ' 
ev a 1. Uć! t l 'J.rL 

Overall 
criterion 
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Within the above figure its important elements, such as 

s ys t em's description, actors' goals and objectives , and 

possibilities of intervention make up a model of the system, 

used as a planning and policy design tool. 

The procedure outlined stresses the aspect of choice. It 

may, of course, happen that there is little room for choice, 

but then, the very function of planning looses its sense. 

It is usually not very difficult to put down all the 

individual relations which are kept to in the system /e.g. 

product balances, monetary balances, or resource limitations/ 

in a ri gorous mathematical way, at least through rough approxi

mations. It may be more difficult to formu~ate goals of actors 

participating in rural development process. However, the most 

difficUlt task is to consider all those conjointly, to say 

nothing of gene ration and· review of alternatives. Hence, it 

has become necessary to apply computer-based methods for that 

purpose. 
These computer~based methods allow to generate and review 

alternatives in a reasonable time, and to choose best alterna

tives. They also provide some additional information, related 

to value of resources, satisfaction of actors etc. The most 

often used method is based upon the linear programming /LP/ 

techniques. LP assumes that balances entering ,the internal 

description of the system are all linear, as well as ob j ective 

functions of all actors, including the main criterion~ i.e. 

they _can be expressed in the form 

where a .. · are constant use or production coefficients, x. are 
1J . J 

values of /subject to generation of alternatives/ activities 

Within the system, and b. may be e.g. global volumes of . 1 

resou r ces available. Although it is Qbvious that most processes 

taking place within the rural system are nonlinear, -there is 

very little evidence as to their precise characteristics. wh ic h 
' 

would justify their' definite shape, and moreover, it is obvious 

that locally, when activity and parameter values do not vary 
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too much, linear p ssumptions hold with adequate accura cy. 

Thus, applicati ~r of LP techniques is fully justified, 

provided care is taken of potential important divergences 

in cor:1porison with initial conditi on s o f parameter definition. 

Various approaches based up on the philosophy outlined 

will be presented in thi$ chapter. The papers show ho w 

relations describing the system and its conditioning enter 

the LP models and how the sesults obtained should be 

inte~preted in planning and policy design practice. 

Since all the papers presuppose the use of computing 

e quip~ent it shoµld be tested, for each application en0isa

ged, what parameters of such equipment are ne~ded in order 

to · appropriately apply any of the LP modelling formulations 

here described. 
Software to be used with almost any computing equipment 

can include LP codes prepared for so l vin g optimizati o n 

problcms forrnulated as LP. The p1-ob_ler.1 of technical nature 

arises, namely that of preparation of the system's descr ip tion 

and other procedura elements in the l~nguage ass ume d by 

- that particu l ar LP code .. 
Thus, taking inte account computer implernentation, t he 

technical procedura takes on the form. shown roughly i n Fig. 2. 

Fo rri1u lat i on i=>resentat ion Prepara tion 
of _system's ➔ ~f the ma.del 1-;iof the LP J\n alysis I ~Computation 
des c 1-j_p t i on , 1n the LP co- code file o f results 

etc. de language ' ,~ 

loatal 
' 

' 

change of change of data 
fo rmulation 

I 

Fig. 2~ Outline of computer-oriented procedura 

I 
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MODELLING AGRICULTURAL SYST:a'IS WITHIN 
THE FRAMEiltrORK OF NATIONAL MODELS 

J . s.o. van Asseldonk and H'.J .J. St ol wijk 
Centre for World Food Studi es, Amst er dam 

The Netherlands 

Abstract 

In this paper a price endogenous model for Thailand will be dis
cussed. Emphasis of the model is on food production and dis-

1 

~ribution. Logically the model can be divided into an agronomie 
and an economic part. In the agronomie part technical production 
relations are generated which are used as input in the econo~ic part. 
The economic part includes a supply component and an exchange compónent . 
The supply production behaviour is , described by means of a set 

of recursive linear programmes. In the exchange component income and 
price formation takes place. The model distinguishes 19 commodities, 
5 regions and 28 income groups. 

1. Introduction 
Hunger ii in the first place a 1ocal phenomenon, determined by a 

variety of factors amongst which physica1, economic, social and 
demographic ones are predominant. But the extent and degree of 

hunger can be influenced by interactions between countries as 

food -in contrast to some other basie human needs- is tradeable 
within and between nations. Conversely, solutions to loca1 hunger 

are therefore bound to influence the pattern of interaction be

tween countries. The analysis of the global food situation and its 
prospects therefore must specify the local structures in which the 
problem arises and also map out the interaction of those structures. 
This observatioń is basie to the structure of the modelling system. 

Local hunger problems stem from the interaction of factors at the 

local (particularly the national) level. The mechanisms which 
generate these local situations and determine their behaviour over 

time must therefore be identified. Therefore, the objective is to 
develop a set of models ; presenting national agricultural systems 

which are embeoded in national economies interacting with each other. 
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Country models have a key role in the system, recognizing the 

national control over resources and their uses and the role of 

national government policies. The interaction between countries 

is recognized as complex, as local and global changes mutually 

condition each other. 
The Centre for World Food Studies takes part in a worldwide effort 

to build a•modelling system which can analyse these various di

mensions "of the food problem and their interactions. A number of 

other institutions also engage in the national modelli ng part of 
the work. The International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis 

(IIASA) in Vienna provides the umbrella for these research efforts 

which intend to explore national and international food policy op

tions. The Food and Agriculture Program (FAP) of IIASA started in 

1976 under the leadership of Ferenc Rabar of Hungary. 

FAP-SOW model approach 

A central task of the FAP program is to study the impact of national 

policies of both developed and developing nations on hunger and 

malnutrition in the world and to evaluate the consequences of new 

international agreements in the field of food and agriculture. 
The research strategy is to _develop a simulation model containing 

about 25 national models which interact through trade and capital 

flows. The model operates with a one year time increment and has a 

time horizon of 15-20 years. Country experts independently develop 

national models which should be linkable into one global model. The 

models should therefore satisfy basie linkage requirements. 

- International trade variables should follow a common commodity 

classification (i.c. 18 agricultural and 1 residual, non-agri

cultural commodity). 
- Imports and exports of commodities should be generated on a yearly 

basis. 
Imports and exports ~hould be functions of world market prices, 

which are insensitive to the absolute level of prices. 
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Net exports of all countries are calculated for a given set of world 

prices and market clearance is checked for each commodity every year . 

The procedure is .shown schematically in figure 1. Th~ inte rnational 

agency may represent a buffer stock agency and its policies can be 
evaluated within a framework in which countries react to the agency . 

Required algorithms and computational technics of this system have 

been developed by M . . Keyzer . 
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]:_._A!}_ Application: Thailand 

2. 1 Introduction 

Thailand is the first country for which a model has been 

constructed by the Centre. Jhailand was chosen as it has , amongst 

the developing countries included in the list of countries selected 

for the international model, a relatively good data base . Model ling 

was al so made easier by the fact that the country has a good recor9 __ 

of stable economic growth and has not experienced major changes in 

policy objec ti ves. 

Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of the model. The model 

consists of a dynamie system of equations describing su~ply, demand 

and price formation. Two types of actors are distinguished. 

a. At the national level government regulates the internal condi

tions of the economy, given international prices and the 

national trade deficit. The following instruments are at its 

disposal : 
- income tax and excise tax on commodities; 

- public demand; 

- tariffs on net import; and 
- quotas on net import. 

b. Within each region, income groups (farmers and non-farmers) 

supply and demand goods at ruling prices. 

The model can be divided into two main components: the exchange 

component and the supply component. In this order these will be 

discussed below. 

2. 2 The_Exchange_Com~onent 

This part of the model consists essentially of a system of simul

taneous equations which is solved to d~rive the equilibrium price 

for the 19 IIASA-commodities. The equilibrium price is the price 

that clears all commodity markets after allowing for international 

trade, and ;aking fully into account the restrictions imposed by 

government policies. In equilibrium, each economic agent satisfi es 
his budget constraint. 
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In order to describe demand behaviour, for each of the 28 income

groups distinguished in the model complete demand systems have 

been estimated. For each incomegroup a savings func~ion is also in

cluded. Available savings determine investments. A share equation 

allocates available investment funds between the public and private 

sectors ~nd between agriculture and non-agriculture. 

The income received by each· income-group consists of: 

a. value of net supply at producers prices, 
b. net receipts for factor services (interest, wage, rent), 

c. income transferred from abroad, 
d. income transferred from other income groups. 
Special consideration is given to the modelling of government poli
cies. No distinction is made between target and instrument variables. 

Policy variables are defined as variables in which the government is 

interested and for which it has defined a target value and a set of 

bounds. Policy targets will, as a rule, be incompatible with each 

other. These incompatibilities are resolved in the model by 

specifying adjustment rules. These adjustment rules postulate a 

hierarchy in government preferences. Formulation of government poli

cies in this way -has the advantages that 
- the priorities and targets can be discussed with policy makers; 

- the model has a solution even in the presence of conflicting 

targets; 
inequalities can be introduced in an easy way. 

The exchange component takes supply of agricultural and non-agri

cultural commodities as given. This is reflected in a fixed en

dowment for each income group. Agricultural supply is determined 

in a detailed linear programming model. Non-agricultural pro

duction is determined by labour and capital using a production 

function with a constant elasticity of substitution. Labour 
supply is determined by an employment function. Capital supply 

depends on past investment and an exogęnous depreciation rate. 

Full utilization of productive capacity is assumed. 
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When the equilibrium price is determined, the agents can carry out 

their expenditure plans and ańother round of supply and exchange 

. can start. 
As a first approximation for Thailand it is assumed that all pro

ducers and all consumers face the same price. Available statistical 

evidence shows that regional price disparities are fairly small in 

Thailand. For the timebeing, the same processing level will be as

sumed for all income groups. This assumption is not realistic and 

will have to be modified in due course. 

From one period to the next, several adjustments take place: 

a. Population growth takes place at an exogenously specified rate, 

b. Migration decisions are carried out; permanent migration depends 

on the income differential between the rural area and Bangkok, 

c. Investment is added to the capital stock. 

2. 3 The_Agricultural_Production_Module 

The farm sector in Thailand is a highly decentralized decision

making system made up of a?out 4 million fairly independent farmers. 
Given the nature of his environment which consists of all other 

farms, the markets for inputs and outputs, physical conditions, 

infrastructure, government policies, all kind of institutions, 

etc., the individual farmer tries on the basis of limited infor

mation, to reach his goals. This basie characteristic of the Thai 

agricultural sector is the starting point for the formulation of 

the supply module. For the individual farm the possible (inter-) 

actions and the environmental constraints have been described. 
Obviously, it is impossible to describe the state of affairs for 

all farms. Therefore the behaviou~ of representative farms has 

been modelled. These models have been used as the basis for des

cribing the behaviour of the sector as a whole. Similarities in 

farming structure, i.e. in farm size, topography, climate, etc., 

were the selection criteria in determining the representative 

fa rms. 
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In Thailand we can distinguish six more or less homogeneous agri

cultu ra l regions (figure 3): 
(1) Northeast, 
(2) Upper no rth, 
(3) Lower north, 
(4) Central plain, 
( 5) Eastern/western parts of the Central region, and 

(6) South . 
Within each region three farm sizes··were distinguished: 

small farms (O - 10 rai) 
medium farms (10 - 30 rai), and 
large farms ( > 30 rai). 

In this way 18 representative farms (6 regions x 3 farm sizes) 
were modelled. In modelling a representative farm, emphasis has been 
given to the main factors only, which influence the decisions regar

ding the farm and non-farm production processes. 
For the average Thai farmer these main fa-ctors are : 

1. The competition among different outputs for the same inputs 

(cf_. land, labour, etc.); 
2. The integration of animal and crop production; 
3. The possibility of performing production activities with dif-

ferent input combinations (technologies); 
4. The integration of the household and the farm; 
5. The possibilities of earning an income outside agriculture; 
6. The attitude towards risk and uncertainty; 
7. The influence of the government; 
8. The interactions with the physical environment; and 
9. The interactions with other farms . 

One way to formulate the problem in a manner which makes these fac
tors explicit is in the format of activity analysis, and the metho~-

dology best suited for this purpose is , that of recursive linear pro
gramming. A recursive linear programming model consists of four ele
ments : the activity set, the constraint structure, the objective 

function and the ctynamics of the resources. We will briefly discuss 
these elements. 
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Figure 3 
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Agricultural regions of Thailand as used in THAM-I 
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A. The_Activitt_Set 

We can divide the activities into six types. 
1. Production Activities. This group is by far the largest. A pro
duction activity consists of several tasks. For instance, for 
growing paddy the following tasks have to be carried out: land cul
tivation, sowing, transplinting, weeding, fertilizing, crop 'pro
tection, harvesting and threshing. If these tasks can be performed 
in more than one way, then each alternative is brought into the 
model as a distinct activity. For each region/farm size, three 
kinds of production activities are distinguished: 

(i) Crop activities (8-12 in number); (ii) livestock activitiei 
(5) including inland fisheries; and (iii) non-agricultural 
activity (1). 

2. Sales and Purchasing Activities. These activities are related 
to the sales and purchasing of outputs (paddy, cassava, eggs, etc.) 
and inputs (fertilizer, feed, biocides, etc.) respectively. 

ł- Hiring and Renting Activities. This group includes the renting 
and hiring of labour and tractor power and also the borrowi~g of 
money. 
4. Subsistence Activities. The trad1tional Thai farm is a sub
sistence farm. Although increasing quantities have been produced 

for the market in the course of the past decade or so, the pro-
portion for own consumption is still considerable. This sub
sistence production is not only the consequence of the attitude 
of the Thai farmer towards risk, but also of the fact that by 
producing for own consumption the trade margin is earned. In the 
model the possibilities are open for the farmer to produce for 
own consumption, up to an upper limit of each crop (e.g. vege
tables, fruit, eggs, poultry meat or pork). 
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~- Migration Activities. Two kinds of migration activities are 
distinguished: permanent migration and seasonal migration . Both 
activities refe r to migration within the region . Migration to 
Bangko k is treated in the migration module outside the L. P.Model . 
6. Investment Activities . A distinction is made between public 
and private investment. ln _the first version of the model invest
ment types take place in the investment module. Ultimately, how
ever, private investment (in tractors, reclamation, etc.) will 
be included explicitly in the recursive linear programming model. 

B. The Constraint Structure ------------------------
We can divide the constraints into two types. 

1. Resources Constraints. The main resources are land, labour, 

fertilizer, animals, tractors and cash . 
(a) In the model six land classes are distinguished : (i) 

flooded lowland; (ii) rainfed lowland; (iii) wet 
season irrigated land; (iv) dry season irrigated land; 
(v) upland; and (vi) permanent fallow + pasture . 

(b) Labour is expressed in available hours per month. 
During the planting and th~ harvesting seasons is a 
possibility for making overtime. Labour of children can 
only be used for cattle and buffalo herding . 

(c) Six types of livestock are distinguished: buffaloes, 
cattle, pigs, poultry for meat production, poultry for 
egg production, and fresh-water fish. 

(d) Tractors. The number of tractors determines together 
with the number of buffaloes and cattle, the availa

bility of draught power . 



(e) Fertilizer is constrained at the national level. Organie 
manure is expressed in fertilizer equivalents; the quantity 

is determined by the number of animal activities. 
(f) Cash. A certain perc~ntage of last year's income can be · 

used for buying non-farm ·inputs. The available cash can be 
extended by means of borrowing from banking institutions. 
The borrowing capacity of these institutions is regionally 

constrained. 

2. Behaviour Constraints. 
(a) The demand for home-produced goods has an upper limit. 

This upper limit is adjusted from year to year according 
to a set of demand functions that depend on income and 
prices. 

(b) The flexibility constraints place both upper and lower 
limits on the extent to which farmers are willing to in
crease or reduce output of any given crop or type of live
stock in response to profitability in the previous year(s). 
This cautious response is due to 

(i) conservative attitude towards change; (ii) a desire 
for diversification; (iii) the expectation that the pro- · 
fitability may be short lived; and (iv) lack of infra
structure (market channels) which are not explicitl.y 
brought into the model. 

C. The_Objective_Function 

We assume that the Thai farmer carries out the activities with the 
following objectives in mind: (1) meet family requirements for food; 
(2) maintain the production capacity of the farm at least at the same . 
level; and (3) after these first two objectives have been met, try to 
maximize income. The first two objectiv-es are translated into 
constraints. The third objective is brought into the objective func
tion of the model. 
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D. Dtnamics_of_the_Resource_Structure 

Every year the resources (as well as the price expectations) are 
adjusted on the basis of interactions with the other sectors of 
the model and the outcome of the production module in the previ
ous production period . Partly these adjustments are exogenous~ 
for instance the increase in irrigated land area till 1990 has 
been estimated in accordance with the current plans of the Thai 
government . The change in _available labour is the result of popu
lation growth and migrati on . Savings by farmsize group are 
generated as an output of the exchange module. These savings 
function as a variable in the investment module, and determine 
t~e investments in new farm equipment. In the first version, 
investments in cattle and buffaloes are exogenous; investments 
in other livestock are based on expected profit3bilities with 
an exogenously estimated upper limit. The parameters of the be

haviour constraints are constant during the time period of the 
model and estimated on the basis of historical behaviour. 

2.4 Data base 

To estimate the model, a huge quanti ty of data was needed. The 

two main sources of information were: 
1. Actual Thai and other (statistical) p~blications, and 
2. Technical data generated by the agronomie submodels. These 

submodels will be discussed in chapter 3. 
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3. Agronomie Submodels -----------
This chapter describes the approach and structure of modelling 

~hysical aspects which affect the farmers desision making. This 

model has been developed by the Center's agronomists, mainly 

located at the Agricultural University and the Centre for Agro

Biological Research in Wageningen. 

3. 1 The_CroE_Model 

The model of plant production is schematically represented in 

figure 4. Yield levels depend on the characteristics of crop 

and site as indicated by the arrows. At the highest hierarchi

cal level it is assumed that all removable constraints are 

effectively elimina~ed, leaving irradiance as the sol~ yield 

determi.nant. 
At the next hierarchical level the influence of a subsequent 

factor is considered and other factors lower in the hierarchy 

are supposed not to be constraining. The other levels have 

been handled the same way; in some cases there are feedbacks 

through the hierarchy. Sequentially yield is being used as 

the independent variable which determines required yield 

related materiał inputs and labour. 
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Yend = crop _yield to be used in the LP model. 
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Th-e main factors influencing crop production on a particular site 

are the levels of sol ar irradiance and available water and nutrients . 

As these factors change during the cropping period the model employs 

Ć.ime intervals in which a steady state situation can be assumed . 
Periods of ten days have been chosen as this interval is con

sidered to be reasonable in crop growth simulation. 

Since wea ther conditions can hardly be manipulated, the first pro

duction factor considered is the level of irradiance at each site 

and for any time interval total irradiance can be measured. Its 

level governs the maximum rate of dry matter accumulation in 
crops. Dry matter production of a standard crop is calculated for 

all time intervals in the growing season of the crop. Addition of 

these partial production figures yields the standard production of 

the crop (Pst), i.e. production only limited by physiological 

plant properties and the prevailing conditions of temperature and 

irradiance. 
Available water for crop use during each time interval is analysed 

at the second hierarchical level in the model. Quantifying wa ter 

availability is complicated as it involves characteristics such as 

precipitation and evapotranspiration as well as human interference 

by means of drainage or irrigation. The whole procedure is described 

in a set of equations constituting a water ba lance submodel. 

vJ ith the aid of the water balance the potential dry matter pro

duction (Ppot) is calculated, under the assumption that direct 
proportionality exists between water use and dry matter produc-

tion if water is the limiting factor. The harvest index, i.e. the 

ratio between the dry matter accumulated in the harvested product 
and the total dry matter produced, is used to calculate the po

tential economic yield at the chosen site under the prevailing 

conditions of water availability and under the assumption that 

all other production factors are not limiting. 
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This potential yield (Ypot) can be increased by measures of land 

amelioration that augment thę quanti ty of available water or by 
breeding new crop varie ties which make more efficient use of the 

available water, or both. 

The availability of plant nutrients, notably of nitrogen (N), 
phosphorus (P) and potassium (K), is analysed at the third hier
archical level of the model. In many systems where fertilizers 
are not applied, shortage of plant nutrients, particularly nitro
gen, limits crop production . A host of experiments on soil ferti
lity, including the effects of manure, compost and arti f icial 
fertilizers on plant performance, have been published . Studies 
on the uptake of NPK by crops and on the efficiency of ferti-
lizer applications are also available. This information forms the 
basis of a generally applicable method to predict the nutrient res

ponse of crops. 
The maximum use of partial knowledge is considered the main advan
tage of the hierarchical approach in modelling crop production. 

However, the modelling of feedbacks between the hierarchical 
levels is difficult -sometimes even impossible- which is some

what of a disadvantage of this approach. 

3.2 Regional_As~ects 1) 

The discussion of the crop production model has so far concen
trated on the analysis of physical crop production at a specific 
site. On a regional basis, however, differences in environmental 
conditions exist. Even over small areas with a uniform climate, 
important variations in soils may occur . This means that for 
every site the various characteristics may have different values. 
In a country numerous s ites must be s.tudi ed, and it is imposs i b 1 e 
to run the model for each individual siie. Therefore, sites need 
to be combined and the crop growth model has to be run for each 

combination. 

1) This section mainly belongs to the responsibility of Johan Berkhout, 
Physical Geographer of the Centre for World Food Studies. 
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This introduces the problem of data aggregation . The following 

sections explain how data are agg regated and how representative 

numbers are calculated and used in the model . 

Site characteristics . 
Site characteristics concern primarily climate, soil conditions 

and reclamation level . The re are three types of data; each type 

has to be handled in a different way: 
(a) Point da t a, f or example those collected by weather stations, 

are ava i lable for a number of s i t es wi t h a kn own location. - - - 

These da ta re present an area of which the boundaries are 
not wel l defined and there are transitional zones for whi ch 

data must be determined by interpolation . 
(b) Data on well defined delineated areas on maps . These are 

commonly already aggregated and are not always available in 

nume r ical form . Examples are soil maps , land use maps , etc. 

(c) Statistical data. They are commonly expressed in numbers and 

aggregated per district, region or country such as data on 

acreages under various crops, farm sizes, number of animals 

or machines, or quantities of applied fertilizers . 

The reliability of all data must be evaluated ; their quality 

determines the degree of detail which can be obtained. 

Regions , land units , geographical aspects. 
Large areas with considerable variation in size characteristics 

need t o be divided into smaller areas which are reasonably homo

geneous. As variations in climate tend to be more graduał than 
variations in soil conditions, the first step is to distinguish 

regions which are climatically homogeneous. For this purpose the 

following monthly data are prepared from information supplied by 

weather stations: 
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data on site conditions 

maps 

principle 
component 
analysis 

cl us ter 
analysis 

regi ona 1 i zati on 
proce du re 

reports 

gridding 

process i ng 

trend 
surface 
analysis 

General outline of the procedure to distinguish 
land units and to derive land characteristics. 
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(a) data of importance for the calculation of assimilation (sun

shine hours, cloudin~ss, temperature, etc.), 

(b) precipitation data, 
(c) data of importance for the estimation of potential evapo-

transpiration (temperature, wind speed, air humidity). 
The data are subjected to two types of analysis to delineate 

regions with sufficiently uniform climatic conditions, viz. a 

principle component analysis and a cluster analysis. 
The six agricultural regions of Thailand have been subdivided 

into smaller units which are homogeneous in terms of environ

mental production conditions. 

In the next step all relevant information of soil and climate 

characteristics is transformed into numbers to be handled by 

computer programmes. 

Grid system. 
The earth is divided into imaginary squares, each covering an 

area bordered by two parallels of longitude and two parallels 

of latitude, with one degree difference. In the Thailand 

example these squares are subdivided into 240 grid units. 
Each grid unit is printed by the computer as a digit, i.e. a 
number below 10. The 240 grid units result from dividing each 
degree longitude in 12 and each degree latitude in 20 equal 
parts. The location ·of each grid unit is indicated by its 

coordinates. The number of grid units per region and per land 
unit is known and the surface area of each region and of the 

whole country are known. 
Consequently, the surface area of each unit can be computed. 

In the case of Thailand one grid covers 3 030 ha. 
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Climate characteristics. 
Climatic data are used to calculate Pst in the submodel of carbon 

· assimilation. In the submodel of water availability these data are 

required to calculate evapotranspiration. The regional variation 
in climatic characteristics over the various grid units is esta
blished by means of a trend surface analysis based on data from 

weather sations. 

Soil characteristics. 
Data on soiJ conditions are needed for the water balance to esti

mate Ppot and for the nutrient submodel to determine Ynut· 
Relevant information is extracted from soil maps and reports . 
If two or more soil associations occur within one grid unit, the 
fractional coverage of each association is estimated. It is then 
determined which associations occur in each land unit and to what 
extent they occupy the unit. The areas calculated are gross areas 
because they include also land that is not used for agricultural 
purposes. The transformation of gross areas into net a~eas is per
formed by means of statistical data. The main soil parameters used 
·;n the model are: soil texture, soil organie matter, soil nutrient 

stock and soil profile deve]opment. 

The output of the crop-model consists mainly of technical coeffi- _ _ 

· cients which describe discrete yield-to-input and yield to re
source relation. The program which connects the cropmodel with the 
economic model is called "linkage interface". In the Thai model as 
it stands linkage has been done manually and on once-for-all basis. 

The interface program has now been completed and will be used in 

next versions. 
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3.3 Livestoc k_Product i on 

Co~fficients of livestock production have not been derived from a 
model of growth simulation but are based on both Thai specific and 

generał literature on f eeds and animal nutrition . 
The livestock and crop production sectors have been linked via ani
mal traction, production and use of manure and feed requiremerits. 
In figure S. these relations are represented schematically. 

I • 

Figure 5: Diagram of physical flows in _the crop-livestock 
farmi ng system. · 

Pigs and poultry use crop residues such as bran, hulls and shells . 
Ruminants use straw and roughage and graze on fallow and waste lands. 
Cattle and buffaloes- produce dairy products, meat, manure, draught 
power, etc. Interactions among farm sizes manifest themselves in the 
exchange of labour. Small farmers offer surplus labour to large far
mers; large farmers hi re out surplus tractor hours to small and me 
dium farmers, particularly during the land preparation season. More
over , small farmers exploit relatively more communal grazing land . 
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This results in a higher cattle density on small farms which may 
explain some of the difference in yield level between small and 
l arge farms. 

4. Some Results 

The model is constructed for the specific purpose of analyzing the 
effects of various policies on agriculture - in particular the impact of 
such polici es on different fa rm groups within and between the regions. 
In order to illustrate the working of the model, we will discuss 
some results of three runs that have been developed : a base run and 
two alternative runs. In the base run it is assumed that no policy 
changes will occur during the period under study. 0nly for this run 
the model has been solved for the period 1973-1989 ; The other -alter
natives are solved from 1980 till 1989, 1980 being the year in which 
new policies are assumed to be implemented. 

In the first alternative run, the Thai government is assumed to 
impose a higher rate of direct tax. The increased direct taxes are levied 
on households and private corporations in the non-agricultural 
sector . Direct taxes levied on farmers remain _very low. The effect of 
such an increase will be that direct tax revenue increases , indirect 
taxes decreases, consumption of non-farm households will decline and 
consumption as well as caloric intake of farmers will increase. 
The other alternative policy assumes that the non-agriculture im-
port duty decreases over time. This will cause a decrease in the 
domestic price of non-agricultural commodities. Consequently 
the terms of trade change in favour of farm households . Consump
tion o.f farmers .rises and consumption of non-farmers declines. Tot al 
consumption of non-agricultural commodities increases in line with 
imports 

Under the base run ~he average growt h rate of real GDP (graph 1) 
reaches 5.9 percent, both during 1973-1981 and 1981-1989. 
The growth raie of population is e~timated to be 2.5 percent 
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per annum , result ing in a per capita growth rate of GDP of 3.4 percent. 
When direct tax rates are increased, the overall economic rate of 
growth is slightly i ower at 5.6 percent. The lower rate of growth 
arises from the lower savings generated by the economy - these are 
taxed away - and therefore lower investment. In the import tariff 
alternative, the overall economic rate of growth is also ~lightly lower 
than in the base run, 5.8 vs. 5.9. 

Throughout Thai history rice has been one of the main export products. 
In graph 2 export projections are given under the assumed policies . 
Differences are quite remarkable. For the period 80-89, the base run 
predicts a decrease in rice exports of .5 percent per year,while 
t~e increased direct tax run shows_ on average, a decrease of 1 percent 
per year. In the 'import tariff' alternative, ?n the other hand, a 
yearly increase in rice exports of 3.4 percent is expected. Export 
performance is bet ter for a 11 agri cultura l products i n the I import
tari ff' run. Because of a lower price for non-agricultural product, 
use of inputs (fertilizer!) becomes more attractive which results 
in a growth of exports. Farm exports also grow in order to pay for 
increased non-agricultural imports, given a fixed trade deficit. 
In graphs 3, 4 and 5 interregional income development is shown for 
agriculture in the Northeast and the Central Plain : 

t n all three runs income per capita grows faster in the North
east.than in the Central Plain . Because of the income disparity in 
the base year (in 1973 per capita incomes for the Northeast and 
the Central Plain were 1926 and 3620 Baht respectively), this 
means that relative income differences decline. 

Per capita income grows in all cases except for the Central Plain 
farmers in the base run. Differences in growth among the alter
native policies are quite substantial. For the Northeast farmers 
income increases by 17.6, 59.6 and 75.0 percent respectively 
over the period . With regard to the Central Plain, income 

growth amounts to -~.8, 35.1 and 29.8 percent in the respective 
r uns. So if we take into account that (a) incomes in agriculture 
are on average much lower than in non-agriculture, and 
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(b) the Northeast is by far the poorest region, a policy directed at 
narrowing income differences will be mare successful if import tariffs 
are decreased than if current policies or a policy of increasing direct 

taxes are applied. 

Indices of income developmen~ within the same region are shown in 
graphs 6 and 7. As could be expected (see graphs 3 and 5), both farm 
groups do much better under a policy of decreased import tariffs than 
under policies specified in the other runs. It is interesting to see that 
income growth of the small farmers, on a per capita base, in both 
cases exceeds income growth of the large farmers. In the base run during 
~980-1989, income growth of small farmers is 52 percent, while large 
farmers grow 'only' 36.6 percent. The alternative run (decreased import 
tariff) predicts, for the same period, an increase in income of 102 -for 
small, and 84 percent for large farmers. 

The model generates for each income group a demand for food and non
food commodities. To have an idea of the nutritional status the food 
demand is translated in terms of calory and proteins. In graph 8 the 
average calory intake of the Northeast is compared with the national 
average under the base run. While the national average intake grows 
30.1 percent to 2975 calories, growh in the Northeast is only 6.6 per=

cent totalling 1820 calories. The latter means that in the North-
east inadequate nutritional intake will be a frequent occurence.during 
the projection period. 

Research and documentation on Thailand is reported in the 

research reports SOW-80-1 to 5, as follows: 

1. Food and Agricultural Model for Thailand, THAM-I. 

2. A Summary Description of the Thailand Agricultural 

Model, THAM-I. 

3. A Social Accounting Matrix for Thailand, with Special 

Reference to the Agricultural Sector. 

4. Data Base of the Agricultural Supply Module of THAM-I. 

5. The Mod~l of Physical Crop Production. 

Address: Centre for World Food Studies, ?.O. Box 7161, 

1007 MC Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
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TWO-LEVEL MODEL OF REGIONAL AGRICULTURE 

APPLICATION TO THE UPPER NOTEC REGION IN POLAND 

A. Straszak, M. Kuro~ski, ~. Owsiński 

Systems Researc h Institute, Polish Academy of Sciences 

1. Int roduct io n 

The model described here is the output of werk which has 

been a fellow-up of · the agricultural modelling project 

started in 1978/79 on the basis of the regional agricultu

ral model idea presented by M. M. Albegov (Albegov 1979). 

The outline for an LP model GRAM there contained was 

taken up and modified in order to better fit Polish condi

tions of a rnixed agricultural ecónomy and then impulemented 

for the Upper Noteć development region ( Albegov et al. 1981). 

This first implementati on was perf o rmed at the Interna

tional Institute for Applied Systems AnalysiS (IIASA) in 

1979/80 on IBM 370 in the CNUCE/IBM computing center in 

Pisa through the connection from Laxenburg. The main reason 

for such approach was existence in this computing center 

of a powerful mat hemat ical programming s6ft ware, whose 

au thor, Wm. Orchard-Hays was at the time working at IIASA. 

I n fact, this model 6ould be i~plemented on a less powerf ul 

hardware with a less flexible software, but the time thus 
' 

consumed would be significantly longer. The approach chDsen 
\ 

has been justified by · the fact that from the time of finał 

model formulation tb the output of the first valuable 

· res ul ts merely seven months have elapsed, over wh ic h three 

t o fivc persons, on and off, have been working on the 

project. The model had approx. 3500 variables and approx. 

1000 constraints, with 2% of matrix density. Its leve l of 

detail allowed its use as a planning support teol . Output 

of the runs of :the model performed was given, an d c omr,.13 --1.t ed 

upon in Al~ego y et al (1980, 1981 a) . 
In vi ew of this result the model was trąnsferred to 

Poland in the form of the ready data matrix in ord e r to 
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tos t the feasib i lity o f it s r unn ing in Poland. The tes t 

had been success~ully perf o rQed i n the s umme r/aut umn 1980 
' 

on a modest IBM - compsitible ,dA0- 2 2 co mputer equip ped 1·Ji th 

·che equ iv.:ilen t of HPSX r,1 athernati cal p r og r a ,nming p, ckc. ge., 

The re s ult s obta i ned a ~ well as need~ of pla nni ng f or 

the Up p e r N ote ć dev e lo pm e n t program have contribut ed to 

the extensio n of the contra ct with the Institute of La hd 

Reclamation a nd Grass l and Farming, acting as the coordi0at or 

withi n t _he govern mental program PR-7 (see Somoro wsk·i 1981), 

unde r which the werk was carried out in the Syst em s Re s earch 

I nstitute. Together with the contract extension so @G ad di

t iona l specifications as to the role of the mod~l were ma

d e, con6erning especially furthering of its level of 

geog raphical detail. These specifications of necessary fine 

t uning of the model resulted also from the meeting in 

s p ring 198 0 ~t the Bydgoszcz voivodship office during which 

p l anners and the then administrativ~ decision-makers were 

s hown results of GRAM. It should be noted that the Bydgoszcz 

voivodship a cco unts .for the major part of the Upper \J oteć 

area. The meeting confirmed the status of the model as 

a r eg icin- wide policy and plan preparation supporting tool, 

an d alloWed the customer~ to formulate requirements as to 

modifications. 

Simultaneously, some additional customers in the country 

have appeared, interested in application of a similar model 

to other regional .agricultural systems. Their main proble@s 

were somewhat different from those encountered in the 

Upper Noteć basin. 

Thus, continuation of work on the regional agricultural 

model had to be closely connected with important modifica

tions in the model structure. 

It should be e mphasized that the modifications mentioned 

would not alter the fundamental modeling assumptions concer

ning Polish agriculture, formulated in 1~79 (Albe gov et 

al. 1981b) , which served in developing GRAM and are kept 

to in its exteris:j..on. ' Oreover, recent changes in functioning 

of Polish economy, and further anticipated chan ges fully 

j us ti fy the~e as sumpti6ne ma de at the start. It is th e 
realism of th ese a ssu mptio ns, stipulating explicit co nsi

de ration of various producer types and naturęl and economic 
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con di t ions i n whic h they a ct, that had ensure d increa s ed 

a pp licability o f t h e adopted model structurc. So me re marks 

on th a t subject will be contained in the follo wing s ection. 

2. Pu r pose and implementation assumptions: base and 

ext e nsions 

The regio nal \ agricultural model is meant 
·· · - . - .I 

a s a plan prepa ration supporting teol for ;a regiona l 

decision-making body, such as administrative planning 

di ~isfun, local bank management, producers associatiori, or 

project management. It would provide a planning division 

or a ny other body acting within the regional decision 

procesi concerning agriculture with two types of r~sults: 

first, an optimal solution, i. e. specification of the 

system'sstate which is both desired from the point of 

view of a certain quantitative criterion, and feasible 

from the physical and financial points of view, and second, 

the means to achieve this, optimal, system's state, together 

with the effectiveness of these means. 

The feasibility of the optimal system's state solution 

depends on the physical conditions of resource availability 

and on the relative advantage resulting from the solution 

for o the_r ac tors-part icipants of the ave ra 11 decision 

process, primarily producers. Thus, it is obvious that 

the feasibility aspect of reactions of the other decision 

meking actors accounted for while determining the optimal 

solution has to be weighted with the aspect of controlla

bility with regard to these actors when establishing the 

capacity of bringing about the optimal system's state. 

It may namely be nonsensical to define optimal solutio ns 

which are clearly relatively disadvantageous, in comperison 

to other feasible ones, to those actors who shall shape 

the actual state of the system while control capacities 

over these actors are small. 

Be cause of these built-in intcr-actor feasibility 

assu mptions th e ~xtension of GRAM can be used in various 

socio-econpmic settings. Such approach was clearly condi

tioned by fitting to Polish agricultural structure not 

only complex i n itself, but also regionally variab l e i n 
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its rnix of land owners hip and production technology typas. 

nother i mp ortant assumptio which resulted thereof was 

adopti on of both materiał and financial "acco unting ", as 

truo inseparable aspects of an y econornic system, whethe in 

te so-called market o r pla nned economias. 

:The two types of basie assumptions mentioned shou la allow 

t he use of the model as a debate tool in the decision process , 

mak ing it possible to rationally present and justify v~rious 

claims on volumes, prices, credit scihemes, preferenc-es et c. 

by various decison making actors. In particular, the main 

actors aimed at with the model should find it possible to 

f orrnulate with the model runs their stances with regard to 

cent ral administration, ot hcr sectors of economy and the 

direct producers therein, as well as among themselves. 

These features of the model gain especially in importance 
I 

in view of the economic mechanism changes that Polan d is 

now undergoing. These chan ges will place all the producer 

. types on an equal - efficiency based - footing with regard 

to prices, resource distribution and credits. Producers in 

the state sector shall also get more of the activity freedom, 

togother ~ith greater financial responsibility. Simulta

neously , "grass-roots" mechanism have been called for in 

local administration and monitoring. Thus, more face-to~face 

coordi na tibn among actors having various values will have 

tci take place. All this is in agreement with either assum

pt ions of GRAM and its extension or with conclusions from 

the first GRAM runs (Albegov et al. 1981b). 

Local natura of the systems described with the ~ociel, 

both sectorially and geographically, does preclude 

contry-wicie rationalization of pri6es, although out- p ut 

of the model may certainly serve as a yardstick for a price 

structure. 

In order to be used as a practical planning teol the 

model has to depict th e system with sufficient detail 

rcgarding such entities as crops, livestock, natural re

sources suc h a s soils, water etc., equipment, producer 

t ypes, geographical breakdown elements and the like. The -

priń ciple s houl d be kept to that the magnitud es appearing 

in the model have real counterparts rather than abstract 

interpretations. 
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Thu s, it is assu raed that agric~ltural activiti e s dep en d 

up on s uch f actors as ava ilability _of nCJL.trients, soil 

qua lity, f ertilize rs, crop rotation, feedstuffs, wat er , air, 

agrotechnical operat~ons, storage, processing and tro nsporta

tion facilities, and that these dependencies should be 

a ccounted for in as murih as they influence farming decisions 

being made. Such decisions do in fact shape the overall 

state of the r egional agricultural system. 

These farming decisions mentioned tend to be similar 

for similar conditions and they are made on the basis of 

only such "global" data as prices, otherwise they are made 

on the ba sis of such local data as yields, resource, parti

cularly when significant s hares of non-transportable ~oods 

( e
0 

g. som e f eeds tuf f \3) come int o play. Thus, pro duce r typ es 

a nd subregions come for~ard as important distinguishable 

entities. 
The application and structure prerequisites o f the model 

presented above are in a way summarized in Table 1. 
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Taole 1 . Obj ects and ou-t;puts of' the model, together wi th interested 

ac tors and t heir objectives. 

l 

I.EVEL 1
1 NECESSARY 

OBJECTS OF I !vIODELLilJ G ~----~ Local producer 
Subreg ion 

Region 

Nation 

type economy 
Crops 
Livestock 
Soils · 

Other reso
urces 

Financial 
flows 

Technologi es 

As above + 
Inter subregio
nal distribu
tion of· reso- · 
urces 
+ External de
mand 

As above + 
+ Prices 

+-nterest 
rates 

+ Supplies 

ACTORS 
INVOLVED 

Producer type 
association 
Enterprise 

Local ad
ministration 

Producer type 

Regional ad
ministration 

Banking sys
tem 

Vlater project 
management or 
water system 
authority 

Producer type 

:Ministry of 
agriculture 

Ministry of 
finance 

Supply pro
ducers 

State pri ce 
commission 

QBJECTIVES 

Economic 
/resource/ 
efficien
cy 

Economic 
effecti
veness 

Economic · 
surplus 
Economic 
(?a pacity 
Financ1al 
efficien
cy 
Economic 
effecti-
veness 

Economic 
capaci ty 
Nutritio
nal ba
lance 

Financial 
efficien
cy 
Economic 
effecti-
veness 
,:Socially 
justifiea/ 
demand/ 
s upply ba-

, lance 

Oill PUT 

Op timal 9 i • e. 
best, a nd 
physically 
and finan
cially feasible, 
program of acti
vity 

Optimal poJ.icy 
/resource dis
tribution/ ru
les 

Optimal policy 
/re source 
allocation ru
les, prices~ 
interest„ rates, 
legal mecha.~isms/ 

,;..___-- - --{~-----------------------·----
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The output co nte n t s, fl ag ged in iable 1 with hea dli nes : 

"Op t i m a 1 p r o g ram of D c t i v i t y " a n d "Op t im a 1 po 1 i cy" ca n be 

br6ken do wn int e th e f ollowing categories, eith e r obt a i ne d 

directly wi t h an LP Solution, or deduced via more elaborate 

ana l y s e s : 

1 . Specialization/structure of productio n , where spe

cialization con c erns vario us produc e r gro ups in 

tho11- pro duction o rien tati.on, presented t hro u_gh f ull 

st r uct~re o f th~ir activities, 
'· 

2. Int e r p rod uc e r coop e ration conditions 0xchan g e of 

products and competition for resources), 

3. Re source efficiency, leading to establishment of 

quasi-production-functions for the most important 

r esources, as well as to resource distribution 

s chei11es, 

4. Eco no mic vs . "physical" policy orientation distinction, 

both control-wise, i.e. fiscal vs. resource rationing 

controls, and goal-wise, e.g. s~eking of food supply 

or financial soundness objectives, and consequences 

thereof, 

5. I ndustri a l and capital inputs vs. agricu l ·ura l 

. out puts, i.e. provision of debate tools for dealings 

with other sectors, 
6. Self-sufficiency vs. exchange alternative, c hecking 

the consequences thereof, 

7. Eguity vs . efficiency, study of feasibility and 

policy effectiveness. 

For the sake of illustration let us outline some result 

categories, according to classification given above. 

Thus, Figure 1 gives a schematical view of the present 

and postulated cooperation structure for privat~ and state 

farws. The situations depicted are rough averages of the 

ones prevailing nowin various subregions, and those 

postulated for t hem. As can be easily read out of the 

fi gures, the model proposes far strongęr sp~cialization 

cooperation than existing. 

Wit h regard to equity vs. efficiency issue a typical 

income-p e r-capita diagram for various producer grou ps when 

a g lobal net income objective is optimized is shown in 

Fi g. 2. According to anticipation, global efficiency 
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optimization yield impoftant incom~ inequalities. Hence, 

a n experiment was performed in wh ich a con straint wa ~ set 

stip ulati ng that attained a ve rage incomes per capit a in 

a ll the producer gro ups be equal. The model, ho weve r did 

not produce any feasible solution under this co nstraint. 

Thus; only paretia n co nstructs could be propos0d for the 

system. 

per capita 
income in ' OOO zlotys 

7 

6-

51 
-! 

4 

2 
' 

minimum 
I'>! 

I 

income 
l .l 

n i t j 

·\- - minimum in-
come level 

level I 
oL _ -

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9) 

producer groups 

Fi g. 2. An example of income per capita distribution for 
maximization o f global net prof~t. 

Two fu r ther i mpor tant assumptions made both in GRAM and 

in extension shou ld be mentioned. First conc erns crop pro 

du ction and stipula tes that the model refer to individua · 

crops rather than to predef i ned crop rotation sequences. 

Justification of this assumption lies in he d ub w ~ he r 
in genera ł a siri~tly determined crop rotation sequence 

is an appropriate object of decisions , esp ecially in 

changeable weather and yie l d conditions over several yesrs , 

and also in the territorial streJch of the area being the 
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object of modelling (a regi on divided into subregions). 

Second assumption consists in deliberate dropping of expli

cit transportation costs, as well as processing activities, 

so that agriculture is regarded as a collection of primary 

producers who cooperate on a local ievel, and whose tran

sportation costs may, under previous assumptions, be made 

implicit as shares of overall farming costs. Additionally, 

it was assumed that the _transpor~ation, storage and_ pro

cessing sector shall be taken up by another, specialized 

location-and-transp o rtation model. Such a model meant for 

cooperation with SEMORA is in fact being developed naw 

in the Systems Research Institute. 

With regard to co mp~ter implementation it was assumed 

that the model be run on the hardware readily available 

in Poland in l ocal computi ng centres. Such a hardware 

comes in the form of IBM-360-compatible Riad-32 computers 

equipped with MPSX-like packag~. Computers of that sort 

are available in most of the voivodship computing centres. 

Additi onal software . had, of course, to be envisaged, for 

preparation of the source input data .in the form for the 

MPSX. 

Such were the assumptions underlying development of an 

extension of GRAM iQe. of a Socio-Economic Model of 

Regional Agriculture - SEMORA for short. 

3. Structure o f the model 

The SEMORA model is, as was GRAM, basically an LP 

construct, static and detailed. As a static model it is 

meant · to depict an average year out of a medium-t erm 

plann ing period, say - 4 t o 6 years, the year depicted 

providing an image of the optimal development direction. 

Dynamie formulation was rejected not juit on the grou nds 

of complexity, but primarily because of the great sensiti

vity of its output to random phenomena, which can be avoided 

in the case of a static model. The reasons for being detailed 

ware given before. 

In accordance with the previous remarks describing 

assu mptions made throughout the model it was decid ed to 

d ivide the region under consideration inte subregions an d 

set up a disti~ct su b~ odel for each of the subreg io ns . Su c h 
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procedure accounts for local closure of the interproducer-type 

cooperation, local market, supply, s~les and transportation 

conditions, as well as loc~l natural res ou rces, making it 

possibl e to internalize all of these in the submodels. In 

an extreme case a region· may of course be composed of just 

one subregion. 

To illustrate an aspect of the rationale behind the model 

decompositon some data on the LP matrix dimensions are given 

in Table 2 below. 

Table 2: Data set sizes of G~AM implementations 

DATA SET SIZE NUfv BE~ OF . NUMBER OF CASE in number of non-zero SUBREGIONS PRODUCER TYPES elements of LP matrix 

-
1. NOTEC 

Ist VERSION 55 ooo 3 3 

SILISTRA 10 ooo 10 1 

2. NOTEĆ 12 X 25 ooo REPETITIVE IInd VERSION 12 3 
/SEMORA/ + 1 X 5 ooo 

~- hJ OTEĆ, IF 
1 160 ooo 12 3 Ist VERSION ap,prox. X 

·-

The submodels comprise balances of such resources as: 

land - according to producer-type-ownership, scil qualities , 

crep rotation requirements and availability for second crep; 

manpower; water; fertilizers, including natural fertilizers 

obtained from own farm economy; pulling power, includin g that 

of the own livestock, which can be used; and money. Bes i des 

t hat the submodels contain natura l product balances as well 

as those product balances which define product pur6has a and 

sale volumes. The latter type of balances is meant for two 

purposes: first, control the throughput of the system ~ithin 

t~e model, and second, to provide the processing-and-tran

sportation model with adequate information. l'-Iore detailed 

description of the entities appearing in SEMORA and its 

p recise structure are given in the Appendices. 
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As mant io ne d , assumpti ori i s made thro ugh out the rao dcl t hat 

p r i c e levels are given , a t l e ast as ·a lte rna tive s c ena r ios. 

It sh ou ld , howev~r , be men tioned, that wi th th e level o f 

de ta i l kep t t o a t the 16wer l evel the submod e ls can be used 

as pri c e- and-activity optimizing construc t s when co mplemente d 

wi th demand fu nctions . Th e submodels will have to be ga t · r id 
' of the finan cial co nstra ints, transfer-red to t he objci c tiv e 

fu nctio n , t he l a te r becomi ng bilinear, the su bm odel t he refe r e 

r un i n t he qua d ra tic p r ogramming mocie. The _ su bm ode l a nalyzed 

shoul d t he n be treated as a representative of a bigger p opu

lat i on , wh os e el em ents can in reality vary importa ntly. App ro

priat o ch a nges will therefore be made in the interpretat ion 

of the upp er-level mode l . 

~os t of the resource and activity constraints close on the 

s ub regional level so that the upper-level, regional mo del is 

much less co mplex than subregional /sub/models. In fac t , t he 

main connecting factors for the submodels are: objectives of 

regional actors and a few o f the res ou rces, naturally or 

societally distributed among subregions, such as water, money, 

or ready investment i nputs. 

It is at this level that the most important regiona l 

decision-making actors, such as agricultural ban ks, p r oducer 

a s s ociations, water project management or governor's office 

can det ermine their course of sction in resource allocation. 

These bodies s hall taka decisions based upon various al ~ocation 

c r iterie, whose values can, however, be reconstructed from 

t he ou tput of the submodels. The latter fact, a ga in, emphasi

zes t he role of this model as a debate facilitati ng tool. 

In connection with the above it should be noted that while 

mo st o f the resources can s imply be summed over subreg ions, 

th is is not the case with water. Because of the particular 

fea tures of this resource a large portion of the upper-level 

mode l will in fa ct, constitute an inter-su bregiona l wat e r 

r esource balancing m~del ~ee Mak6wski 1980). Inst ead, a n 

app ropriate linki ng procedura might be used (see Guten ba um, 

Mak o•,s ki, Owsiń ski ; 198 0). 

Th e outline . of the resulting overall model structure i s 

~hown in Figure 3. 
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water balan ces submodel -

oth er resources, c redits , 

investments and products 

objective functions 

... efficiency 

coefficients 

Subregional 

"submodel" 

Columns 

\. 

. .. 

l• • •n. :numbe r of 

sub regions 

~hangeable sub reg io na l 

conditions 

Fig. 3. Scheme of model cooperation and relative 
dimensions. 

The numbers characterizing the outline of Fig. 3 are as 
fellows: n= 12, wh ich {s the number · of partial- \'Vatershe d-ba·sed 

mi croregions agreed between the water construction design 

off ice and water system developer ( Makowski 1980) , 

number of columns in the lower levGl model: app r ox . 1500, 

number of ro ws in the lower level model . app r ox. 500, 
I . 

number of columns in the upper level model: a pp rox. 3 0 0 , 

nu mber of rows in ;the upper level model app rox. 60. 
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4. Computer implementati on . 
Com puter implementa tion is carried out throu gh a series 

of proc essi ng programs. Their sequence is presented in 

Fig. 4. 

MODE L 

~PREPROCESS I NG ___ COEFFICIENT 

:~TA _I -PROCEDU RES AND RHS 

FOf~MULATIOi~ :J 
M/\TR I X FILE 

1------
G EN ER AT OR 

...::---
TAB LE$ 

LP REPO RT 
, ___ SYSTEM--, OUTPUTI I-------l►►WRITERS ___ .,._[REPORTS I 

Fig. 4. Scheme o f cornputer implementation. 

It is in genera~ assumed that the source data may not only 

_vary in contents, but also in their form. The pre-

processing procedures were made as simple as possible, 

thus facilitating their exchange, when needed. This is 

very i mportant inso f ar as the subregional standard model 

would consist of approx. 1500 variables and 500 constraints, 

which with approx. 3% density makes about 23000 non-zero 

numbers ·to ·be processed for each submodel setup. 

The matrix file generator was on the c ontrary made 

flexible in itself since it was anticipated that intro

du ction of changes int o this program will be cumbe rs om e 

and at the s ame time it will have to serve rnode l s of 

various forms. 

The generator has, naturally , two sorts of inputs: the 

formalized model structure and the processed da ta set in 

the form of app ro priate tables. In o ~der to absorb the 

model structure the generator had to be equipp ed with 

a simple lan guage-interpreting procedu ra, with the model 

st ruc tu re being ;p resent ed in t his l anguag e. This ena bles 

abs orption .of various forms of models and provides for 

flexibility of the generator. The model formulation entering 
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the generat or program beginS ~ith the definition of i ndices, 

decision varia bles and coefficient tables occurin g in the 

model description. Then, according with further instructions~ 

the coefficient and . RHS tables would be read from the pre

pared file and stored. Constraints and objective functions 

accepted by the program have symbolic fdrm, closely corre

sponding to t he sum notation, as in Appendix B, often used 

in the model description. In the resulting matrix file, 

conforming to the widely used MPS standard, all ro~s and 

columns of the matrix have unique names formed by the 

concatenation of ident{fiers deliverd in the definitions. 

These names are also used in c ontrol print showing full 

form of the constraints. 

Both programs were written in FORTRAN and it was decided 

not to use the MP SX or ther s ystems facilities with that 

respect s o as to retain the flexibility. Rep o rt writers 

are meant to produce a summarized version o f output and, 

at the momenJ, the ones belonging to system facilities ara 

us e d. 
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Appe ndix A: Notations 

I nd i ces deno t e /in th e seque nce of their appearance/: 

i - c r ops, i E I = U Iw, 
w 

vi 1w11 ri I n = p, card I= 16 for Upper 

w 

s 

p 

o( 

r 

-

-
-
-

crop rotation group index, 

c r op tech nologies, s = 

p rodu cer types, p = 

soil quality types, o( = 

subregions, r = 1, ••• , 12 

Noteć 

1, 2, 3 

1, 2, 3 

1, 2, 3, 4 

fo i - subsets of indices of secondary crops following 
i-th crop, 

fi - s ubset s of indices of first c rops app;:ar:ing bef o re 
the secondary crop i, 

1 - types of purchase and sale market, 1 = 1, 2, 3 

j livestock animals, j = 1, ••• ,12 

m - livestock products, m € M=M1u M2, Mi : slaughte1-
products, M2 - continuous products, card M = 13, 

s - livestock technologies, s' = 1, 2 

n feed3tuff elements, n= 1, ••• ,11 

f - types of fer t ilizers, f = .1, 2, 3, 4 

~tk subsets of indices i, j and m grouped for 

pu rposes k. 

Va riables: . 

w. ( ) ip r 

- areas under crops i, own0d by producers p, 

cultivated with technology s, of soil quality <X, 

ir.i sub region r, 

- consumption "on place" of crop i products by 
people related to producer type p, in subregion 

r, 

- consumption "on place" of crop i products by 
livestock within the producer type p economy, 

in subuegion r, 

sale of crep i P!6ducts, by producers p, 

through market I, i~ subregion r, 

- numbe'r of livestock j, bred within the producer 

~ype economy p, with breeding technology s', in 

subregion r, 



vjpl(r) 

wm p (r) 

R mpl (r) 

P ipl (r) 

o -mp 1 Cr) 
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- absolute attrition number of livestock j, within 

the producer type economy p, with breedin g techno

logys ', in subregion r, 

- numb e r of animals j sold alive, by the pro du c~r 

typ e ~. through market 1, in subregion r, 

as for Tjpl(r), animals bought alive, 

- consumption "on place" of livestock p_roduct m, 

by people related to producer type econo~y p, 

in subregion r, 

- co ns ump tion "o n pla ce" of livestock product m, 

by lives toc k in producer type economy p, in _\:UJb

regi on r, 

- sale of l i vestock product m, by producer type 

p, th~ough market 1, in ~ubregion r, 

purc ha se of crop product i, for feeding livestock 

in producer type economy p, market 1, in subre-

gion r, 

purchase of crop product i, for people related 

to producer type economy p, f rom market 1, in 

subregion r, 

- as for Qipl(r)' with livestock product m. 

Coefficient tabl~ notations shall not be given 

here since they.will taka too much space and 

the contents of tables becomes evidant from the 

model structure, shown in Appendix B. 
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Append ix B : Mode l f o r~u l at io n 

IQ Subreg io nal level 
11. Available agricultural land : 

for al l p , o(' I r 

. - r P J.E l- - I s 

12. Land limits fo r i ndividu a l crep rotation groups: 

X . 
filBX 

L wpr 
for a 11 p 'w' r: 

. ,, _w 
J.c.i ,S,o(' 

ips « r 

I3. Land available for secondary crops: 

L i X. , t. psoe-r" 
. , p 
J. f.. Pi CI ' s.' /X 

120. Crop production balan ce: 

L UO ·X w. z -~ :::; o 
;i p sct r ips ot r ipr ip r ---J ip 1 r 

s 'CX' 
1 

f o r all i, p, r 

130~. Livestock slaughter products' ba l ance: 

L 
Ml ; ·, Ml ;_[_>;1~1 V jpl h mjps' Yj ps' r hmjpl Tj pl ❖ 

j, s' j , 1 j,l 

- w - z mp r mp r R mplr :::; O 

1 

for all p, r, m E 1 

+ 
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I31. Livest ock c ont i nu o us production balance: 

.112 M21 -~I L h " h Yjps'r 
-:-

L mjps' A. ' mjps' J ps r 

j ' s ' j, k, s' 

\V - Z - ~ - ~ = O mp r mp r L__; · mp 1 r 

1 

f o r a 11 p , r , m- E !''12 

132. Livestock nu mber balance: 

l\Jm in < L L -l • gjj' xj'ps' r - y 
Jpr jps 'r 

j I C'! I 
';:, s' 

for all j, p, r 

I33, 34 Livestock feeding balan ce: 

L 
j 's' i i,l 

m j 's, 

f or all n, p, r 

1 4 0. Cro8 produćt consumption balance: 

~ N~ax 
Jpr 

g. , p. 1 + in :i. p r . 

Fmi n t:. 'vV . + 
ip r ' i p r for all i, p ,r 

1 
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I 41. Livestock produ ct consumption balance: 

m:i.n max 

F mpr ~ w mp r O t. F - mp lr" mpr for all m, p, r 

150. Resource constraints: labor force: 

L 
i, s, o(' 

b. 
J. p Sc;(- xipsot r :+ L bjps' 

j 's' 

for all p, i-

160. Resource constra ints: water, annual: 

L d · X. ips ~ r ipsoer 

i,s, o<:- j 's' 

V / 

"'jps'r ~ o p r 

for all p, r 

161. Resourc e constraints: water, firit peak 

i' s, oć 

1 
d. . ip s oC r 

. X. 
ips oC. r xjps'r 

j,s 

for all p, r 

1 
~ D pr 

162. Re source constraints: water, second peak: 

L 2 
d. ip s ot r X. ips oe r 

i, S,p(; j, s 
, 

X 2 
jps'r~ o pr 

for all p, r 

B pr 
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!70. Re s ourc e co nst ra ints: pulling power: 

\ e . X . i...__. i ps~ i ps oe r -L e . 
jps' X . I ~ E Jps r pr 

i, s, oC j 's, 

for .allp, r 

I71. Resource constraints: fertilizers: 

\/ 
A. ipso<:, r L - a fjps' 

j, s, 

for all f, p, r 

1 8 0183 Purchase balances: according to purposes: 

L 
p,iE ~ 

p . 1 
l lp r 

t1 

p,i EL 
t2 

p,jE.1 

V. 1 
Ll JP r 

r 

t4 

for all tł, 1, r 

·f o r a 11 t 2 , 1 , .r 

4 Pt3lr for all t3, 1, r 

for all t4, 1, r 
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184 , 85, 86: Sales balances ac co rding to kind: 

)R 
~ 3 mplr 

p,mtrz 
t3 

. for all t1, 1, r 

for all t3 , l, r 

for all t4, l, r 

190. Financial limitation: investment outlays: 

i, S, OC j. 8. 

for all p, r 

191. Financial ba lance: minimum net revenue: 

L Pil Riplr +L Pml R mplr +LPjl Tjplr + 

i,l m, 1 - j, l 

_\5 
~ cips ~ r 

X. · \S 
ips oe r - L cjps' 

i. s. o<: j, s, 

\ imp 
- L__,Pjl 

j, l i,l 1,1 

for all p, r 
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II. Regi onal level 

II1. Resource co nstraints: labor force: 
'\ 

p,r 

B . l B pr 

II2, 3, 4. Res ou rce constraints: water 

DDrr' L 
r' p 

1,2 
D pr 

1,2 
4 · DDr for al l r , 

annual and peak period s 

II5 • . Resource const raints: pulling power (energy) 

II6. Resource constraints: fertilizers: 

for all f 

II7. Financial limitations: 

III. Objective functions. 
Objective fun~tions for level I reflect production and 

trade balance features of the local system. The basie 

criterion for this level is a sum of slightly modified 

left hand sides of 191. The upper level criterion is 

founded upon the constraint efficiency data f rom 

level I in the vicinity of an anticipated RH S vector 

value. 

l 
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1~ Problem f .o rm·u la tion 

This paper shall deal with methodological problems of 
construction of a type of agricultural computer models . The 

mo dels should account for division of a territory /a comp l ex 

object/ into non-homogenous spatial units /basie objec t s/o 
This may reflect e~g. an administrative terri t orial breakdow~. 

The overall model would then consist of a number of individual 

basie objeets' descriptions.·The individual descriptions 
should allow appropriate shaping of projections of future 

agricultural development and of allocation of ta s ks a nd 

benefits among basie units /"regions"/. It must be mp hasized 
tha t non-homogeneity of basie units and their high number 

are assumede Every basie unit tegio~ has soils differing 
in quality and other s pecific features /see Góra l czyk J . , 1980/ ., 

Diversity of ~gricultural conditions for 0 0 9 the case o f 

Poland is illustrated in Table 1. Furthermore, social an d 

economic ~onditions of agriculture are spatially diversified 

as well /see Góralczyk 0 M.» 1980/. 
It is assumed t~at the model is meant to optimize t he 

organization o·f agricultural activities, i.e. resource vo l urnes 
. used, plans and ben~fite. The ·model_should g~nerate an optimum 

for the overall complex object and for in t erregional a l loca tion, 

an d - to 'the extent possible - for individu a l r egions . Inte rregi o
n l allocatioh should take inte account incomes of farmers 
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Tabl e 1: Agr:icultural habitats of Poland 

Agricultural land sha res in (:'. I ,b, in 
ag r o c.lima tie regions: 

Total A 8 C+D C D 

row th intensity and 
eog raphic location 

otal 100;0 79,5 17,1 3,4 3:, 1 0,3 
i n tensive /A/ 79,5 79,5 - - - -
wea kened: ' 

: in northern 
regions /B/ 17,1 .. 17,1 - - -

: in ·mountaineóus 
regions /C/ ;, , 1 - ·- 3,1 3,1 -

str ongly shortened; 

: mountains /O/ 0,3 - - Oo3 - OD3 

ul tu ral land: 100,0 100,0 100.0 : 100,0 100,0 100,0 

e land /total/: 
·soils: 79,6 80,3 . 78,6 67,8 71D1 27,7 

for root crops: 

dens e 14,9 14,6 17,1 12,4 13,4 -
medi urn 15,1 16,3 12,1 0,3 0,3 -
ligh t 15„6 16,5 14116 - - -
loos e 23,1 24,0 23,1 - - -

dens e and medium · ' 

erod ed: 
st rongly 3~4 2,8 3,0 19,5 21,1 -
V\le akly 2j)o 0,9 1,4 31,0 31,3 27,7 

heav y: 5,5 5,2 7,3 4,6 5,0 -
Perma nent grassland, 
total : 20,4 19,7 21,,4 32,2 28, 9 72,3 

mead ows and pasturas 20,2 19,7 21,4 27,6 28,9 ·12,4 

shee p pastures 0,2 - - 4,6 - 59,9 

. --

li 
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in individual regionso An interplay between local and global 

optima should be made explicit, and it would th.en mainly 

influence the shape of interregional specialisation and allo

cation~ 
In case o f a mixed agricultural economy an analogous problem 

appears for allocation and specialisation among land-ownership 

types. 

In works devoted to optimization of complex ob jects 

examples are found .of LP formulations suggesting błock 

structure of appropriat~ LP problems /Gajewski, 1971; Nietupski, 

1969, 1979/. The number of blocks corresponds to number of ba
sie units, hence technical computational limitations are 

introduced for ca~es with high number of b~sic units /Nietupski, 

1976/. Howev,0r, it seems necessary, becaus.e of analytical and· 

other reasons, to construct and p~rceive of whole series of 

models for individual objects. 

As for as works dealing with sensu stricto regionalization 

/regional specialization/ of agriculture in normative terms 

are concerned, an attempt for Polish conditions has been 

made a few years ago /Góralczyk, J., 1979 a/. This attempt 

consisted in determination of an optimal aggregate, composed 

of few various objects, internally homogenous, which cian be 

treated as "el~ments" of features found in the whole variety 
. . 

of non-homogenous objects. This makes it very i~po tant 

to perform a detailed analysis of empirical data constituting 

the basis of "element" definitiori /Góralczyk, J., 1969/. The 

same applies to modelling of allocation. 

2o Some remarka on the ·conventional farm activity opt imization 
methods 

Let us consider for a while optimization methods for a single 
bas·c object such as a farm or farming enterpr·se. This is 

just~fied insofar as allocative o~timum is in fact a deploymen 

of a simple chcice optimum obtained for one object. On the 

other hand, a farm, in generał. encompas.sing various types of 

agricultural land. such as meadows. pastures, dryland, we 1 nd 

etc., with va~ious soilconditions, may quite well represen 

the same sort of problem as seen in a spatial unit of a higher 
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o rder, up t o the whole of the country. The a na lo gy is formal , 
but essential: in appropriate des c r iptions simi l ar elements 
have t o be represented. Thus, before passing over t o highe r 
o rder spatial units, me t hodological problems should be s o rt ed 
out f o r farm p r ogramming„ The re is, however, s t i ll a l o o f 
discuss i on on th e app licabi i ty of LP techniques /Sc hmi dt, 

< -

1958, 1971 ; Daw , 1964 0 Góra l czyk, J., 1969/ in farm programming, 
while t hes e techn iques are already for some .time taught in 

agri cultu ral col leges ~ n~ universities. 
It s hould be no t iced tha agricultural LP problems usually 

ta ke on a standard f orm in which the matrix of ai j coefficients 
i s compo sed of vectors constituting descriptions of i ndi vidual 
agricul tural activity directions, in particular - of production 

o f _ individual crops . This sort of formulation implies that 
any productt described by given vector, is competitive with 
regards to other products, and that it may be used as a re
source for their production as well /self-supply/. Thus, re
source use and other limitations - usually arbitrary - constrain 

· the optimum which tends to show relative competitiveness of 

various products, represented by vectors a.j. 
Illustrations of this sort of LP formulation for Polish 

conditions are biassed towards preference for rap_eseed as 

a highly competitive crop. Other c_onsiderations, however, make 
it necessary to limit the sh~re of stirface under rapeseed. 

Hence, the conveh~ional model does not account in an adequate 
way fo~ essential features of the f~rming system, especially 
for the capacity and need of self-regulation. Adequacy, for 
this particular case, could be achieved by lowering of the 
competitive strength of ~he rapessed, representing t he f a ct 
t hat too much of this crop may be risky from the point of 

. . 

view of yield, harvest losses, soil fatigue, worse crop-rotation 
conditions for following crops, as well as greatly increa sed 
la bour intensity during harvest, i.e. an addtitional QQst 
increase~ However, all these. factors are not considered, at 

' . . . 

l east because of lack of e~prical basis, and are not included 

·in a.j Furthermore, a model relating ~eatur~s of an a ctivi
ty to i t s ścale or share would be inhibitingly comp l ex. 

· Another drawback of thus /vector - simple activity , s ee 

Gó ra l czyk, 1969/ cons t rued LP model consists in omit tance of 

the po s sibili t y of i mproving the cost/output ra tio wi thin 
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individual activities tijrough restructuring, which does, in 
fact take place in farming reality. This is related to opti
mization of substitution rates in ou tput-defining formulaeu 
Hence 0 such models generate ofteri large structural activity 
shifts, while yielding small economic gains. 

Finally, let us notice that objects appearing in the 
conventional LP formulation represent real farming s yst ems 
through quite "distant" abstractions. Thus, optimal solutions 
refer to nonexistent, e.g. new, farming system. This .happens 
in spite of ef f orts to make local conditions appear accurately 
~nough in the model. It is~ namely, . impossible to accoun 
precisely for a ll flows i~ .sucha system, for instance flow~ 
originating and ending within the farm, especially when they 
change their characteristcs over the process course. 

The above rernarks should be taken into consideration when 
setting up an agricultural LP model on the basis of empirical 
data. 

2. An alternative to the conventional method 

The shortcomings of the conventional method have made the 
p resent author to adopt another model, based upon descriptions 

, ' 

of farms or enterprises, in terms of vectors a.j, rather than _ 
upon descri!Jtions of individual activities. In Poland there . . 

exists a source of reliable data of that fo~m, namely the 
Institute of Farming Ec.onomics . syrveys constantly several 
t housand so called accounting f.arms. Subsets of farms from 

,. - -·-

this sample show definite differences, so that it is possible 
to perform an an~lysis in which i~tra-farm-type relations will 
change depending upon inter-farm-type diff~rences. A set of 

. . . 
ve6tors a •. , representing this time farm types, will consti-
tute mat ri~ {aij l . which, as in conventional met hod, can be . 
treated as an LP problem ~atrix, and solved via usual 
techniques /Góralczyk, J.~ 1967/. 

Model of a farm, based upon a subset of empirical farm 
descriptions~ does not _ show these shortcom~ngs which were 

_1 cited before with ;regard to multi-activity or bran ch models. 
Optimizatton, howevei, when based upon statistical data, 

has strictly limited value ror normative, active planning and 
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organizational purposeso Na mely, an optimum obtai ned _can not 
transgress ·the area defined t h rough coefficients cons ti t ut ing the 

matrix {a . . }, ioe. reflecting the present state of t hin gs . This 
l.J 

is not a problem when considering an improvement· i n a ve rag a 
or weak farms. When, _though 0 an essential .deve l opment i s a i med 
at through new produc t ion organization, identification of its 
capaoities can be done via an extrapolation of capacity t r~nds 
existing withih the sample considered, and construction of 
new, ~artificial" objectso Such an.approach was used iri order 

to determine the possibilities of conjoint maximiza tion of 
income of farmers, .. and of gra in and feedstuf fs surplus in 
farms with various resource conditione /Góralczyk 0 · :J,., 1970/,. 
This approach served aiso to elaborate the optimal profile of 
private • farming over a larger region /Góralczyk, :J. 0 1972/. 

In additon~ although the method advotated does not allow 
a broader scope of chcice of organizational structures, it 

I . 

still can give an essential improvement in finał economic 
output. This has been proven by an experiment in which over 

three years a farm chosen to change its profile towards the 
optimum had almost dou~led its income. The income achieved 

was slightly lower than anticipated and than'that obtained 

on the real farm taken as representing optimum /Góralczyk, 1972/. 
The op~imiiation method based upon the synthetic farm descrip
tions gives, therefore, results comparable with those of 

marginal calculus ~eant for farm advising services in other 
' countries /Daw, 1964; Gunia, 1979/,. Furthermore, when comparing 

the optimal farm models with real-life farms, and among them
selves, one can see that optimal programs propose an economy in _ 

which cost/output ratio is rather improved than worsened . There 
is, therefore, both a requirement, and an indication of 

direction, of an improvement in farming efficiency. The knowled
ge of ways of improving farming efficiency, as pointed out 
by de Wit, 1975, may be itself a condition for saving the 

agriculture from a decline in'efficiency of labor and energy 
·when increasing soil productivity~ 

3. A prototype allooation model 

, Previous results obtained with the method of synthetic farm 
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representations have constituted an encouragement for an 
attempt of is application over the regions of the whole 
country. This attempt was meant to test the adequacy of types 
obtained from the sample gathered by the Institute of Fą rm 

Economics for active optimization of farming and agricultura 

o rganiza t i on. 
The problem envisaged incorporated determination of an -

optimal - model I pattern of agricultural land utilization for 

homogenous iertitories with various environmental conditions. 
I 

This model pattern _was meant to show what structures of land 
· utilization in particular homogenous areas allow maximization 

of crop. productivity togeth~r with a compromise of pro duction 
sttucture and resource use efficiency requirements. Thus 0 

diversificati n of the optimized land utilizatiori shal indicate 
roughly environmentally homogenous areas which should serve as 
sources of individual main crops. Herice, this allocative 
opt imum for crop produc·i9~ may, in a planned economyu or an 
economy wfth important state intervantion, serve as a basis 
for patterns of allocating specializations among administrative 
units representing relatively homogenous areas. · 

In analys ng this problem a number of assumptions were 
formulated as to the substantive. and formal questions re_ated 

, to the method of prograrnming allocation of crop produc~ion 

/optimization of choice and share/: 
1o Homogenous ·regions considered would cor~espond to the 

so called -"soil-and...:agricul tu ral complexes" or "habi tats" 
/see Table 1/~ Such a homogen ous region disp ays a -net 
domination of a certain environmental ha itat, an 

de~inite shares f arabl~ land and grassland~ The region. 
may contain a variety of land--ovmership ty es, if a mixed 
agricultural economy is consideredn ~ 

1the wo~d "model" is used here to denote an object which is 
best, and ·after which other objects should be shaped /edo/ 

"'~/note ~ difference with the two--level model, where it .·s 
postulated that :various producer types be accounted for 
separately /ed/ 0 
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2 0 In prog ramming p r o~lem formulation the whole lan d 
utilization s t ruc t ure within a region was treated a s 

an activity Thus, crop yields may be made dependa nt 

upon t heir arable land share and rotation. Furthermore, 

no t only area s under crops and their yields define 
th eir finał efficiency of use, but also the sort of pro

ces e es they undergo on the farm~ 

3. Activities are evaluated according to the criterion of 

total output from a unit area of arable land, expressed 
in grain equivalen t s or other physical units~ Intermedia

te products are evaluated similarly to Scandinavian 
pasture utilisation measure. Hance, total of crop production 

is measured v ia a proxy of finał net product, i.e. t he 

effective product of land. Another criterion used was 

so-called grain surplus, i.e. the difference between 
grain, volumes harvested and used up on the farm, inclu-

ding high-protein-content feedstuffs. 
4. It was as sumed t hat the source data ·for optimum chcice 

and allocation programming will be uniquely empiri ca 

data 0 although such information meant explicitly for 

optimization of t he overall land utilization /farming/ 

systems were not available until now. The p rocedura of 

data preparation, an essential task in itself, was as 

fellows: 

- accounting farms of the Institute of Farm Economics 

were classified according to their administrative 

belongin~ and physiographic features of the area 

to form 102 subsets of the whole sample, then 

- homogenous regions were defined on the basis of scil 

and land utilization characteristics, 4 in num b r, . 

to which altogether 41 subsets of farmes were a s signed 
differing in land utilization and production 

process organization; differences of subsets /seconda y 

objects/ - see Tables 2 and 3 - are partly re la ted 

to lan d ownership differences, and partly to i n divi

dual farmers' decisions. 

Th e po,ssibi~i ty of distinguishing relatively homogenous 
regio ns wit ~ elear diversity of land utilization within ea ch 

o f t h e~ de e rmines t he fundamental analytical informat i on. All 
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four regions are roughly characterized in Tables 2 and 3. 

Optimization formally consists in definition of shares 

assigned to secondary obj ecfś /"farm typ es"/ wi thin each r -
. ' . / 

gion so as to maximiz~ objective function /4~aluation cri-

- taerion/ valu~ and sa :sfy gi~en constraining conditions. T us, 
maximum of net finał crop product pei 1 hectare of arable land 
over all regions was sought, with requirement that n 

average of grain surplus for efficient farms, i„e. 0.28 

t/hectare of arable land, be at least kept to throughout 
the system. Furthermore 9 land availability and gra sland 
share constraints were imposed. 

Some features of optimal solutions are shown in Table 3; 
In generał these optimal solutions indicate a possibility of 
increasing the average c_rop production levels in all four 
regions by 18%0 including an increase in production of 
cereals of 16% which would mean liquidation of the grain 
shortag~~ Such directions of changes were anticipatedo This 
improvement of the production situation is parallelled by 
an improvement in incomes from farms, as represented through 

their subsetso Optimal solutions postulate a decrease of 
differences of land productivity among regions, togethsr 

with an increase of differences in grain balance. This 
result 0 ·as well as the improved income, can be attributed 

to problem formulation 0 in which both activity chcice and 
interregional production allocation are contained~ Hence, 

optimization leads to assigning _an additional burden of 

grain surplus production to those regions i _n which there 
is a small grassland shareo The possibility of turning out 

adequate grain surpluses and of having high land productivi
ty is additionally 0 obviously, related to agricultural 
habitat features, conditioning the freedom of chdice of 

crops„ 

The latter dependence is well pronounced for soil cha

racteristicsq considered according to mechanical classifi
cation: danse, mediumq light and loose. Specifies oi medium 
soils in the second region in the optimum may be of interest. 

' , ' 

These soils _often suffer of humidity shortage and.they turn 

out to be mostly occupied by cereals and potatoes. Thus, 
sugar beets were eliminated from these areas, though theoreti-



Tabl.e 2: Far,,1 subsets / "farm t ypes "/ within particul c1 r homogcnous r e gi.ons 

Regions: 

. 
1 2 3 

!Numb er of farm subsets : 11 9 11 
.. 

In terval s o f f ea tu res: min max mi n max mi n max ·. 

L~ nd u tilization~ % of ag r icultu ra l I 
l a nd: -. 

ITo tals : 96 0 5 100ci2 ·9 7.8 10001 9 7 0 2 :1.00 0 4 
o r cha r ds : o.o 108 0„2 108 OaO , 1 0 4 
Ce reals : 27.0 50.0 37 /1. 62 08 4 0 117 s o .1 

Whea t : 12.2 31 0 0 4.4 16.1 1.4 9 . 7 
Rye: 0 0 0 1a.1 3 . 4 2 6 „2 21 0 3 3 31) 2 
Ba rley: b 0 0 .11.1 6.0 . 39.4 1118 6~9 
other: 2. 7 15,5 · 4

0
1 1306 3.3 15G1 

Indu s t rica l: total o. o 8.4 OoO 3c.!5 0 0 0 3„6 
Rapes eed o.o 5 0 7 o.o 208 Oe.O . 3 „0 

Root crops: 16.7 44 0 1 22 0 8 44.0 19,4 3466 
Potatoes: 9.s 24.3 14,1 26.3 14.7 27,9 
Sugar beets 2,2 11.1 o.o 10,6 o.o 5,8 
Fo rage root c rops: o.a s.s 1.1 5.4 OoO 4 . 2 
Veget ab les: o.4 3.9 0,9 3.4 o.7 s . 1 
o ther : o.o 3.9 o .o 308 o.o 1,0 

Forage c r ops : 16.2 28.9 4o0 26 113 19117 34 . 8 
Fie l d c r ops: 6.1 13 9 0 4 „ 0 , 15p2 1 11 2 19,3 
Grass l an d : _4, 5 22 . 3 o. o . 19"7 7 .2 28c,3 

Seco nda ry c r op s : 0,7 12114 o , o 22.7 6 02 31 . 3 
IO utput i n grain uni t s per hec tare 
of ogricultura l l and : 
rrotal : 31a1 70 . 2 34. 0 i'Oo3 26 0 5 55, 5 

Cereals : 8. 7 1 5. 6 1 0 " 9 18. 6 301 1 5" 1 
Potat oes : 4,9 1 3 0 2 7 ,5 3.66 9 6,6 15.4 
o ther : 7,0 28 (! 2 3 .5 28"4 s.s 18" 8 

Grai n surp l us: - 4.1 6,7 - 4, 2 4 .3 ~9 . 5 2 111 1 

min 

9 5o5 
Oo O 

25 0 4 
o.o 
7 ~8 
o.s 
3 tf 7 
o.o 
o.o 

13 . 9 
7 . 1 
o.o 
1.0 
0"5 
o,.o 

30 „ 8 
1 0 2 

1 7 ,1 
o . o 

21c,9 
· 5 ,5 

3, 0 
4,06 

- 27 .4 

-~--
4 

10 

max 

1006 0 
3,i,2 

46.9 
11. 2 
24.8 
11.1 
1 41> 7 
1.9 
1 . 0 

3 3 .2 
29.5 

1 . 8 
3.2 
4 . 4 
0 . 2 

56e 8 
9 68 

53.9 
9, 5 

46,4 
11.6 
15,5 
20„1 

3 0 0 

~ 
~ 
.i::,. 

l 



Table 3. Obs e rved (.a) a n d o ptima 1 Cb) sha r e s of c rops i n va rious regions 

Regions 
1 2 3 

' 
a . b a .b a b a 

Land utilization in% ' 99 0 0 100e0 99.2 1OO, O 99 „ 3 1OO,O 98, 8 
agricultura l land 
Orcha rds: 0 ,7 0 ,4 1 ,1 108 0,8 0e3 1 0 0 
Cereals: 43„3 45,6 48 0 9 49 0 0 44„2 48, 7 3708 

Wheat: 21 41 8 28 11 5 9 0 3 9.8 408 8,8 600 
Rye : .. . 7,0 3,2 17„4 17,3 26 11 5 16,8 16 0 9 
Ba rley: 4,6 5,6 1308 12 11 6 4 0 0 411 6 3 0 9 
oth er: 9,9 8„3 804 9o3 8,9 805 11110 

Industrial crops, total: 3,2 5 0 0 1,2 4.O 1, 6 2 0 1 0 ,9 
Rapeseed: 2,1 2r,7 o.9 . 4,0 0,9 1 0 2 0,2 

Root c rops: 27,6 24,4 29,0 26 0 7 26,6 28,O 20„8 
Pota to es: 15,7 11,, 7 19 0 3 22~0 20„4 18119 16.3 
Sugar Beets: 7.2 804 4e4 - 206 5,4 o.a 
Fo rage root crops: 2 0 5 2,2 2 0 5 2.0 106 1,8 1,9 
Vegetables: 1 0 7 1.4 2 0 2 2,1 1e9 1,9 1.s 
other: o.s 0,7 0,6 o.6 0,1 - -Fo rage c rops: 24,2 24.6 19,0 18„5 26 0 1 20,9 38,3 
Field: 9, 7 8,5 908 9,3 9,9 4,7 5.9 . 
Grass land: 14,5 16,1 9,2 9.2 16~2 16,2 32,4 

Seco nda ry c rops: 6,9 4e1 9,4 . 6,4 16,2 16,6 4,2 

Output, in grain units per 
hectare of a g ricultural 
land, 

tot a l / mc x/ 44,1 45„7 44.7 53.O 37.2 45,5 30.9 
Cerea ls: 12 c,9 14,8 13,9 16,O 10 0 5 14,2 9~1 
Potato es : 7"9 6,1 10.3 14 0 4 10,1 10,1 s.o 
Su g a r be e t s : 6 , 6 8, 3 4,2 ., .2 . 2 5 , 0 o.a 
oth e r: 16,7 16,5 16.3 22,6 14 0 4 16,2 13.O 

Grai n su rp lu s : 1.9 5 0 1 o„ 5 5,4 - Oo9 2.9 - 3 0 1 
"-· 

4 

b 

100.0 

Oo4 
34,Ó 

7 0 1 
908 
2.2 

14,9 .. 
-

25.1 
18,3 

108 
3,2 
108 
-

40,5 
4.9 

35 , 6 
. 5, 8 

40,8 
9,0 
9.4 
1,8 

20.6 
-2 , 1 

Ave rao e 

a b 

99 01 1OO..,O 

0q9 0 41 7 
4306 44 0 3 
100 5 13.5 
17,O 14.3 

6e6 603 
9e5 10 0 2 
11) 7 2 0 8 
1,0 2.0 

26,O 26 0 1 
17 0 9 . 17,7 

3118 3,6 
2.1 2,3 
1,9 1.s 
0 ,3 0 ,3 

26,9 26,1 
a.a 6,9 

1s.1 19,2 
9.2 8 ,2 

39o2 46,3 
11,6 13,5 

9e1 1O,O 
3 0 4 3,8 

15, 1 19 0 0 
-1,6 208 

~ 
~ 

Ul 

I 
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cally they can occupy there a share. not small er than on the 

den se so i ls o f the first region, and contribu te to the overal l 

crop production lever increase~ In other reg i ons, however, 

su ar beets play amore important role. 

The interregional production alloca tion se eme indica tes 

a shift in root crops production towards light soils, field~ 

- and-meadow areas included. This shift is a reflection of the 

productivity increasing .and feedstuff supply r oles of root 

~rops, especially important th ere~ where land · productivity 

is l ow, as indicated by narrow choice possibilities and low 

g rain yields~ In add i tion, a change in root crop structure 

may be important, for instance an increase in sugar beet 

share, since this crop provides the highest yields of useful 

plant volume, even on light soilsQ These soils can also be 

used f or forage root crops and vegetables. 

A sha rp selection of synthetic activities considered lęads 

in the optima to distinct diffe~ences in land utilization bet

ween regions, as it is observed in reality. 

It is possible to formulate such an optimization problem, 

i ~e „ an ()bjective function /evaluatton criterion/ and a set 

of constraining conditions thst would account for competing 

goals of agriculturai activity. This formulation might give 
. . 

ins igh ts into ways of making the production allocat ion me

chani sm a tool in an effective development of agriculture, 

especially in areas with low productive potential. 

4. Data preparation problem 

In the optimization task commented previously upon dat a 

were used from the accounting farms, grouped into sub ets 

of several to several dozens, through their avera ges. Each 

des cription obtained represented farms of similar area, but 
having various habitat conditions /see Table 1/Q Objects 

having similar habitat conditions had to be picked out ve ry 

c~refully, ~nd only four blocks of descrip ti~ns for .regions 

with full growing season could be formed. Thus , although 

a rich data source, i suoh as the sample of th e I ns ~itute of 

Farm Economics., was taken, a large portion of potentially useful 
. information therein was lost, because it was not meant for 

th~s sort of use. Adequacy of data is of no less va le t ,an 
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its a ccuracyo This regards~ for instance, the correspondence 
I ' 

between spatial units for which data ęre defined, o ft en of 

administrative nature 0 . and the areas · of homogenous agricultural 
features / s ee Dettwiler, 1981/. 

When determining data requirements fo~ a modelling proj~ct, 

which is to aid plann ing and policy making, one should take 
. ' 

into account the fact that these are on-going, _ continuous 

processes, in which v~rious problems arise over tim~ . Thus, 
it must be antici~ated that :·data ;eq~irements may a l so ·change. 

•, . 

These changes may be related to a neep of extrapolation 

/c reation of new synthetic farming systems/, especially when so

me parameters of farming system reach their extremal values, 

or transgress the intervals span up to date. This may regard 

shifts in production directions, in outlays, in potentialities 
of the genetic materiał, or in income level expectat ions. 

In order to be able to generate such information one must 
treat the data available as a statistical series subjec t to 

mul t ivariate analysis, with the aim of prediction. The possibi

lity of using such procedures for predicting whole structures 
was shown by Góralczyk 11 J., 1979 b, 1981, with values of 

structure parameters far outside the intervals observed. 
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OPTIMAL ORGANISATION OF THE FOOD SUPPLY 

ZONE OF AN AGGLOMERATION: 

the case of Szczecin agglomeration in Poland 

Zygmunt Dowgiałło, Antoni Piwowarski 

Farming Enterprise Management Laboratory, 

Systems Researc~ Institute 
Polish Academy of Sciences 

1. I-nt roduction 

The food supplying zone of an agglomeration is the area of 

the adjacent agricultural land, whose outputs are destined 

for satisfying the agglomeration population's needs in food 

productś to be consumed fresh, which are sensitive to long 

distance transportation. 
In the particu;ar case here considered the aim of the 

study was to determine the optimal agricultural production 

structure for the food •upplying zone of a particular agglome
ratio·n, i.e„ Szczecin area in the no·rth-western Pola-nd. 

Special attention was paid to milk production organisation 

and scaie~ This problem deserves special attęntion because 

milk is a highly sensitive product itself, an d there exists 
a need of .. 

- decreasing the overall social costs of milk production, 

transportation and p rocessing, and within thi~ require
ment: 

shortening the delivery time and decreasing volume and 

quality losses. 

The study was carried" out in two segments, founded on 

different approach~s • . 
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2. Transportation cost decrease study 

The food supplying zone was divided into 3 subz6nes a cco r
ding to distance /subzones I, II and III/. The transportation 
cost reduction was calculated for .varying assumpt ions as to 
changes in milk transfers in to agglomeration from the three 
s ubzones. The cha nges considered consist in decreasing of 
transfers from farther-off stibzones and appropriate increases 
in transfers fro m closer-in subzones. The alternatives consi-

· dered were as follows: 

A. 

B;L 

inner subzones 
a re I and II; 

: ou ter subzones are 
III and other pro
vinces; 

• inner subzone: • 
only I; 

. outer subzones are . 
IIP III and other 
provinces; 

A1. transfers from inner s ubzones 
increased by 20%p and from outer 
subzones decreased by 25%, 

A2. t ransfers f rom inner zones 
.increased by 40%, · and from outer 
subzones decreased by 50%, 

A3. transfers from inner zon es 
increased by 60%, and f rom outer 
subzones decreased by 75%. 

a1.1. transfers from the inner ·subzone 

.• s1.2. 

81.3 • . 

81.4. 

increased by 2596, 

t ransf ers f rom the inner subzo-
ne increased by 50%, 

t ransf ers f rom the inner subzone 
increased by 75%, 
transfers f rom the inner subzo-
ne increased by 100%, with 

appropriate decreases in tran
sfers from outer zones. 

B2.: as Bł., with essential decrease in seaąonal va riat ion 
of volumes of supply /change of technology/. 
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Resu l t i ng c ha nges in the ov~ra ll transportation cost s c ere 

es timated according to t he a pproximated formula : 

where CT is the tota l cost differential, Cout i s t he 

ove ra ge cost coefficien t for ~u~er subzones, k1 a nd K2 a re 
t ra nsf e rs from ou t e r zones, C

1 n is the average cos t coe ff icient 

for inner subzones, and k1 and kz are again transfers, this 

time from inner zones. 

Calculation results are shown in Table 1. , 

Cost decreases expressed in % of: 
Alt ernatives: · present milk transpor- pres ent t o t al mi l k 

A 

81 

82 

tation costs supply co s t 

1 6,91 2, 8 1 
2 13,01 5 ~28 
3 18,67 7,58 . 

1 5,57 2,26 
2. 10,96 4 , 4 5 
3 15,72 6,38 
4 19,54 7,94 

1 28,42 11,54 
2 34102 . . . 13,82 
3 37.90 15,39 
4 40 , 08 16,28 . 

Table 1. Cost decreases owing to changes in the milk 

supply pattern over the supplying zone ·of 
Szczecin agglomeration. 

In terms of the milk price the decreases achieved with alterna

tive s 82 amount to about ~5%. 

The r es ults obtained point out the cost decrease capacities 
of the different spatial organisations of the milk supply zone, 
en d alao ·give some ~ints as to the way of realising additional 
economies, i.e~ formation of large specialised milk farms less 

o~r.$~ttve t o $ee~on~ l va r~~t i on~, 

. I 
l 
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3. Optimisation of the agricultural production structure 
within the supplying zona 

In further studies it was assumed that the s uburban /inner/ 
zone of this particular agglomeration wai to be supplied with 

so - 90 _· 103 t of milk per year, according to population's 
ncedso With such an assumption optimisation of the structure 
. . 

and scale of production in the state farming enterprieses and 
in the s pecialised private farms located . in this zone ·was perfor

med0 A ring· of up to 40 km in radius was considered, with 
205 ° 103 hectares of agric~ltural land, but only 20 milk cows 
per 100 hectares~ Such a low intensity of milk-production-orien
~ed breeding resulted in the fact that in 1974 this zone ~upplied 
a mere 50% of milk processed in the municipal milk processing 
plant in Szczecin, while tne other half had to be transported 

from farther zones. 
In addition to milk supply requirements the demand for 

othei milk - based products was determined to serve as an 
assumption in the study of optimal agricultural production 

3 . 
organisation /cream: 7-9 · 10, t per year, cheese and butter: · 
4.5-5~5 · 103 t per year, condensed products: 1.1-1.a-103 t 

per yea r/. Together wi t_h milk, also vegetable supply /70-100 · 103 
I 

t per year/ was · taken as a demand assumption • 

. The above number indicate the necessity of increasing milk 
production in the state farming enterprises loca te d in 
agglomeration's inner zone by 260-400%, depending upon the 
~egree of structural changes. 

LP technique was used with the progra~ coeffi6ient matrix 
composed of 5 blo~ks and a group of common constraints /see 
Fig. 1/. Of t~e 5 blocks, 4 represent indi idual large state 
farming enterprises and the fifth one is an aggregate repre

senting specialised private f•rmers -in the inner zone. 
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Goleniów 
Szczeci n 

sta te fa rming 
ente rp rises 

Do ra 

Specialised 
private farms 

Common const raints 'błock 

Objective function: total profit 

Fig. -1. Organisation of the linea r ~rogramming coefficient 
I 

matrix for the problem of agricultural production 
structure in the ~upplying zone. 

Within the individual ·blocks particular activities re la ted to 

field crep produciion, vegetabl~ growing and livestock breeding 

are described. Common constraints błock contains, inter alia, 

balances related to milk fows and cattle br'eeding. In the 

individual blocks cattle breeding is connected wit h other 

activities through land a~ailable, labor resoµres and feed 

element balances /see Ftg.2/. 

Some characteristies of the objects represented by individual 

blocks in the LP matrix are given in Table 2. 
In the private fa~ms aggregat~ those farms which do not 

specialise in milk production were not accounted for because 

of their low share in the overall production volume. Pig raising 

and poultry was entirel y omitted • . In crop raising certain 

aggregation was performed and such groups as: cereals, early 
vegetables, late vegatables, _ pulse crops were t reated as single 

activities, their internal structure predefined and constant. 

The LP model, according , to the goal of this study, emphas zad 
the feedstuff balaQces and cattle raising, the latter th rou h 

an approximate open herd structu r e dynamics. Minimal cow 

numbe r wae determined on the basis of existing or planned 
cow-shed capaciteis. Milk yield from cows was assumed to be 

4.5 tons per y~ar, and calfs past vealer stage were assumed 
to grow 1000 grams per day~ Self-sufficiency of the sta e far

ming enterprises and private farms in terms of volum e feedstuffs 
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State fa rming ente rp rises Specia::.: 
Features ' sed priva 

~zczec i · Gardno Dobra Goleniów te farms 

A able land, hec-
ta res 4 320 6300 2430 900 1500 

.ieadows, hec ta res 220 630 1328 5360 50 

1;:,asturesq hec ta .... 
es 20· 150 217 1100 

I 
Labo r, ft e"'/100· 
hectares 12 10 10 o 18 

Crop yields, ave-
rag eo tons per 
hec ta re 

Cereals 4.1 .4o1 3 0 1 3o 4. 1 
Vegetables 35 0 0 .. .. 
Potatoes 20 o 20 O 18 0 0 18 0 0 , 30~0 
Rapeseed 3~0 3 0 0 2c.0 2 O 3 o 

Fo _raęs Ef ops 
:>:l 5011 0 50 0-0 35 0 0 35„0 oO . 5 

r· a1.ze 70 O 70 o 50 0 0 50„0 70 0 0 

Meadows -~ 30 o 45110 45 O 45 o 4_5f0 

Table 2. Characteristics of , agricultural produce sin the 
inner zone of the Szczecin agglomeration 0 

* . fte: fu_l-time-employed equivalent 

: expressed in_ green mass 

was ass med 1 together with purchasa of protein fc6ds9 Coeff i

cients of the LP ma~rix were datermined on the. basis of 

analyses of mora accurate mo els of_ dividual ,ypes of _ob j ects, 

taking in~o consid~ration opinions of enterp · e mana ing 
- ,,; 

staff and agricultural technological forecastso Advanced 

technologies of crop pro ction and lar e-scale c tle brecding 

techno ogy were assumed„ Costs were calculated for p · ce ev 

of 1975. 

~orne data appearing in Fig 2 were presented ·n - ab le 2. 

able 3 pre~ents roug ly t p oduction truc uro ond 
specialis~tion pattern obtained as the result o~ ot · i at·on. 
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1__::_s_tate farming ente rpr ses ' ~~~~:te 
pzvzec1n Gardno Dobra Go~eniów, 

f 

Features Total 

1---,--.~·· -------------------------,----· 
U<:ilized land 
! in hectares 4320 

25 0 0 
607 
3,;, 5 

30 0 1 

6200 
280 7 

408 
708 

2300 ' 
3 5 0 2 
15.2 

500 
,40 0 0 
s.s 
9~7 

15320 

l,.;e reals/%/ 
Potatoes /%/ 
suaa r beet s /%/ 
Vegetables /56/ 
Paoeseed /5~/ 
Fo'rage crop s / 5~/ 

--o ta 1 net p rg du c t i o n 
v~ l 0, in 10 zlotys 
:::; rop product i on / ~'./;/ 
Vegetables· /;;(/ 
Jried forage /%/ 
łsat tle raising /;'-U. 
~ithin which: milk 

/%/ 

227 
56 
39 

44 

4 0 

.. 

2 34 
3 5 

65 

4 6 

506 

113 
25 

7 5 

39 

64. O 

2 38 
22 

2 1 
78 

29 

85 
29 

71 

63 

30.2 
7„0 
6.1 
8.5 
4 8 

4 2 .1 

9 97 
35 
10 

::) 

65 

41 

Table 3. An outline of produc tion s t r uct ure and spec~a
lisation as esult i ng fro m the ·P o ptim.:. ation , 
for state farmi~g en te rp rises a nd s pecia:is 
private farms i n t he ~nner zone of Szczecin 
agglon eration„ 

The most pronounced f eatures o f t he optima l s pec ialisation 

pat tern proposed ... ',. full milk-p r odu ction o r ien··· at i on of 
cattle bree ing i 

and location of th 
nterp r · se„ 

closest en t erp rise a nd i n pri vate fa ms, 

to al of vegetable growing i n the s r~ e 

The s pecialisat~on and intensity pictures are combined in 

Fi g~ 3 0 in which net product values per hectsre of agricultura l 

land are shown as attributable t o va rious ac ti~it~eso · aini 

tw "pro ucers" come to the "'orefront 0 bu , in gen ral 0 d · v s· 

fic~t ion of production intensities e xpressed in mone a y 

te e s is admissible. or an LP prob l em optimising a oba 

bj ct·ve 

4~ Co ncludi. g remarks 

As mentione a ove 0 the study shows t t re ui em n f 
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proximity in location of milk pro duction does not necessa iły 

entail large shifts in produc tion structuresa a lt hough an 

~n ·e rnal diversification of so ecia lisations a y occuro Hen c e , 

ssu~ing appropriately favou able inter-pro du cer exchange 

condiAions on e can awa it a r e s ilient functio ning of th e 

proposed productio o r ganisation. 

Figo3o Net s a leable production ve lue pe r hectare 
of a gricultural land associate w··~' va . ·o s 
activities 

ll I I I I I I I 11 

littt t ±ii:tl PZZZZZl 

~ 
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EGONOMETRIC MODEL OF ACTIVITY AS A DIAGNOSTIC TOÓL 

FOR ANALYSING AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISES OF A REGION 

Ryszard Budziński, Józef Kope6 

Farming Enterprise Management Laboratory~ 
Systems Research Institute 

Polish _Academy of Sciences 

1. Introduc tory remarks 

An enterprise is an economic unit which, actinę in a broader 

organisational, social 0 economic and legal setting, functions 
I 

so as to achieve certain objectives related to production 
outpu t, and in i t s f unctioning · uses resources wh ich a re at 

its disposal. Hence 9 an enterprise should attempt to rationalise 

the use of these resourceso while securing achievement of 

objectives • 
. In accordance wi th the abo~e, diagnostic analyiis o f functio

. ning of an enterprise should comprise accounting of inputs 

used and of output .produced, and an evaluation of the mann er 

in whi~h the inputs were used, i.e~ analysis qf efficiency. 

Of special intere~t are here sh6rt-term analyses, so that 

constancy of enterprise structures can be assumed. 
In order to perform such analysis it mighf be advant a geous 

to treat enterprise as a cybernetic system. Functioning of an 

enterprise could then be described through reactions •o f outputs 

to stimuli appearing as inputs~ Hence, efficiency analysis 

could be ba sed upon ' reguła ri t ies in these rea et ions, and 

cor resp ondence ~f these regu arities to certain norms or 

beha viou r p rinciples. 
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Tec hn i ca l po ss ibilities of performing the analysis can be 

created on ly t h r o ugh functioning of a computer-based . ,:. in , o rma-
tio n system within the enterprise. This system would register 

the sta t es of definite inputs and outputs, and would con ain 

adequat~ methods and yardsticks for evaluating the quality of 
output reactions to input stimuli. 

2. Met hods of diagnostic analysis 

Efficiency analysis may consist in simple registration of 

the inpat and output states, formation of synthetic indicators 

therefrom, and com~a r ison of these indicators with pre defined 
norms, ave rages etco Thus conceived analysis can yield, however, 

doubtful,results, since specificity of conditio~s in which 
individual enterprises act is overlooked. Amore precise 

analysis would require definition of the enterprise - specific 
reaction functions 0 This Would enable performing of rational 

comparisóns of efficiency. 
I nput and output magnitudes of an enterprise are values of 

certain economic categories. These values can be estimated with 

the help of formalized economet ric models. These models would · 

then play a role of model enterprise transfer function. 

Let y1 , ••• gyr be variables describing states of observed 

outputs. Their values will be determined endogenously in the 

model. Values of variables x1 ••• ,xk' describing monitored 
inputs, w'ill be given exogenously. Delayed stimuli, as well 

as interna! states distinct f rom inputs and outputs shall be 

omitted in the modelo Hence~ functioning of thi enterprise 

can be described with the following mathematical model: 

/1/ 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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random factor f.= (s1 , ••• , E r') ac counts for all the influen

ces not considered explicitly i n th e model, in parti cular -

~or stimuli appearing on non-monit o red i npu ts. Functions 

t
1 

depend upon some numerical constants, so cal ed 
, " .. •or 

structurel parameters. These constants ca n be i den t ified 

theoretically, so as to obtain a ya r dstick mode l o f ent rprise , 

or they can be identi fied on t he. basis of observat io ns o f 

a group of enterprises /e .g. i n a sector/, yielding an. ''avera ge " 

enterprise model. 
Effic iency analysis shall t hen cons~s t i n comparison of 

re~ults of a given enterpri se wit h either ya rdstick o r averag e 
enterprise. -he average e nte rprise pa r ameters are usua lly 

determined via t he l east syua r es methods. App lication o f these 

methods i s stra ightfo rward when model / 1/ is linear. i . e. 

o f t he f o r m : • 

o 

' 

or , shortly, 

oc12 • • • o<l r 

ó • • • o<2r 

I 

i:xr2 • • • o 

Y 1 fS11 /312 • • • i' 1 k 

Y2 : ~21 f½.2 • • • P2k 
+ 

Pr1 /Jr 2 • • • 

y = Ay + Bx + t 

+ 
/2a/ 

X . k 

/ 2/ 

1atrj_ces A an d B can be interpreted in a simple waA/. El ement s 

cx. .
1 

o f A 
1< 

(J ik o f B 
Formula 

rep r es ent outpu t in terdependen c es. wh i l e 

represeri t i np ut/ou t put inierdependenc es. 

/2/ ca n be transfo r med into 

y = Cx + U 

e l emen ts 

b C .-- (I - A ·- 1) B d (I . -l) h y putting an . U = - A E , w e r e I 

is identity matrix . In /3/ every output is desc r i bed with 
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a s0parate equatiOno 

It is, in .generał, quite difficult to obtain a model of 

enterprise in either form /1/ or /2/. In the present paper 

cer•ain aspects of agricultural enterprise model constructio n 

shall be discussedo The. m dels thus constructed can be used 

for diagnostic and for other, e.g. optimisation purposes , or, 
through a cybernetic interpretation, may constitute a basis 

for studies on the enter~rise feedback control. 

3. Principles of chcice of variables 

Determination of variables to be used in a model is an 

essential stage of analysis. Endogenous variables y measure 

economi c effects of the enterprise and their chcice depends 
upon the nature of the study, and upon the empirical materiał 

at hand. The choice o explanatory variables x must be particular

ly careful, since these variables must satisfy a nu~ber of 

cond"tions, namely: 

- they must repres0nt actual causes of changes in values 

of output efficiency criteria, and there should exist 

a way for assessing quantitatively the magnitudes of 
influence of each va riable, 

- for economic diagnostic applications the explanatory 
variables should eccount for all the essential objectively 

influencing factors, so that comparability between enterprises 

is achieved with p ecision up to non-considered subjective 
factors, 

- in case comparison is made with an average enterprise , 

the latter must be representa~ive for a whole conside re 

enterprise. population over a terri tory and a _period of 

time, which requires appropriate statistical estimates. 

Assume that model is formulated in the reduced form /3/. 

One can then consider ju~t one endogenous variable , a criterion, 
i · .. e. 

/4/ 

In order to construct an average enterprise model it is 

assumed that endogenous variable values y1 , ••• ,yn observed n 
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individual ~nterprises . are realisations of random variables 

v
1

• 0 • 0 ,Yn 0 forming a random vector Y. It may 0 and often ·s. 

as sumed thet explanatory variables ara no t randomg and their 

. lues~ forming matrix X , 

x11 x12 .... o Xlk 

x21 X22 , .. x2k X:::: 

o .... Q " o 

xn1 xn2 ••o xnk 
/ 

~ere determinad before performing the s t a tistical analysis. 

Since the, odel is in the / 3/ f o r mD y is expressed as 

/5/ 

/ 6/ 

L"Jhere ai (i=1 0 ,.,...,,k) are un·nown para me t e rs and xk = lD so tha t 

ak is a free element„ Prop e rties of parameter est_imators are 

not worsened when values of explana tory variables 0 being reali

~ations of random va · iables 0 sat isfy th e fo llowing condit i ons: 

rank 1„ Matrix has maxima l co lumn 

2Q Conditional avera ge E(Ylx ) is a linea r fun ction o f X, 
i„e„ it equal s Xa, where a is a column vec t o r o ; pa-

rameters a1 o"o·o .a, ., ,< 
3. Conditional covarianc e matrix o f ran do m 

scalar ma t rix 0 that is , V (YI x·) = 62 11. , 

vecto r Y i s . a 

o < 62 < 00 ~ 
where 6 is n unknown parameter a nd 1 i s a unit 

mat r i x o .c ap p rop r ia t e o r d e r . 

With thes e assumptions, E ha s th e fol l owing properties as 

a random variable: 

E. =Y -X a , E (f I X ) = o , 

'(:me e, the ra · dom e emenhs t, ar u e r EL~ ·e ·• 
J. 
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As~umptions 1. - 3o are generał enough to be usually satis fie 
~:th independent sampling 0 especially when empirical data are 

of cross-sectiona chara cter0 However , when these data -re 

-aken f ;-om the time series and there are prono un ced lin a rends 

rhen the assumption 1 on lack of colinearity of co lumn vectors 

of X may not be satisfied. A~sump tions 2 a nd 3 can b0 checked 

wit h known sta t is ical tests. 

In order to evaluate the degree of- fitti ng of t . emo el t o 

rea lity the va ue of estimat sof variance in random comp o

nent0 rio rresponding to rea isa tion y of vector Y is cal c ulated, 

acc ompanied by: 

a 0 estimation of standard errors of structura l pa ame

ters0 s d .. , where d .. are diagonal elements of 
l. \.:.1 l.l. 

matrix (x' X) 0 

bQ calculation of coincidence coefficient ~ 2 and 

random variabil ity coefficient V
6

; ;. 

Conditions sp ecif ied before require adequate fitt~ng of the 

model, i. e. low values of ~2 and V
8

, less importance is , on 

t he other ha nd attached to essentiality of structural p ramete rs 

estimation;> 

It s hould be emphasized tha t adequate chcice of explana tory 

variables wi h regard to the explained~ endogenous one, is 

ap 0condition for effectiveness of the whole efficiency 

eval~ation procedure~ 

4 o Econometric evaluation of efficiency 

Let b =(X I xr·1 X Y be the estimate of vec t or a of pa-
r meters~ resulting from app l ica tion of the least squares (LS) .. 
met hods» and b- - realisation of b corresponding t o rea lisation 

y of Yo Ex definitiP Y = X a Q and y- ~ X b~ is the va ue o 

the endogenous va iab e vector obtained form the model. ~h 

efficiency is m~asured aga inst the average o f ent erpris s~ the 

criterion value f or i-th ent erprise is Y1 - y . • Since 

n 
Y.::: L 

j :::1 
xij aj ca not be observed, its estimatea 
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n 
=L 

~, 
x1 j bj is usedQ The actual difference y1 - y1 

j =1 

may depend not only upon actual enterprise's efficiency, but 
a·so upon random factors o Followin g statist ic is formed: 

Y. ~ Y, ~ Y. 
y~ ;[:J - yi - 1/1, / -1 = J. s 1 - = s 6 6 6 n-k 

z2 
2 . ) 

where s (n-k 
= ---ę-

w·th this statistic it is possible to verify the hypothesis 
H

0
: i 1 = y~ against H1 : Y1 ~ yt. It is ~ssumed that vector 

Y has no rmal dist ribution wi th expected value Xa and cova rian c·e 

2 Y. - y. 
matrix 6 :n. , and H

0
„ Numei"'ator 1 

0 
1 has then N ( 0, 1) 

distribution, whi e z 2 i~ distributed according to t 2 
wi h 

n-k degrees of freedomo Statistic considered has Student distru

bution wi th the same, n-k, number of degrees of freedom~ This · 

dis tr i but ion does not depend upon a and b, hence 

( 
/Y . - V~ I 

p J. ' J. ),, 
s / 

wi th t , --r contained in Student dist ribution t ab l es„ -I n-K, - · O 
hypothesis has then to be rej ected at the tX level \ hen 

Thus, according to values of the difference y1 - y~ the ente -

prises analysed can be classified into: 

- really efficient, when: yi - y~) s t 
n- ~ o< 

- effici nt, wh en O ~ .Yi· - y •i < s t n-<• o< 
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- ine f ficient, when -s t / y - y j:c (. o 
n-k o<'"'- i i , . 

~ - really inefficient, when: y
1
.-y

1
. < - s t 

1 n-< ' o< 

I n ca se of the negative criterion the above inequa lities are 

reversed. 

5 0 Practical implementation 

Th e me th odology he r e discussed was implemented in . the 

c urrently functi~ning management information systems in t h e 

state farmi ng enterprises. These systems encompassed crop 

p ro du ction ~hrough field bookkeeping) , milk-cew eco nomices 

and meat production, and were implemented in enterprises of 
·ewo provinces of Poland. Impłementation was carried out with 

Polish minicompute r s Mera 300 equipped with disc memories. 

Systems we r e complement~d with additional software f or 

- eustom- ma de i n~o rma t i on generation, 

specialtzed print - out editing, an d 

- per-fo rm i ng of economic efficiency analyses e 

First of the above software functions is realised through 

a ve rsatile common data base software. Customer can point out 

~at a units ~ecords, record type~ and basie operations to be 
perf o rmed on them (addi tion, averaging etc.) • Res ul ts a re 

automatically edited and printed. 

Specialised print-outs are predefined and cover a wi de range 

of s t andard microeconomic analyses, related e.g. to pro duetion 

costs. Customer can combine them and/or specify objects over 

wh i ch such analyses are to be performed. 

Economic efficiency analysis software can handle up to 1 2 
. . 

thousa nd item samplesq each item consisting of 21 varia bles. 

Ea c h variable ca n be endogenous. Customer can choose endogenous 

and explanatory variables as well as the number of samples. 

Hence 0 vario us (up to 21) models can be created out of the va ria

bl es specified by thą customer. The software package peforming 

this function generates th~ following print-outs: 
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- source data 0 sample names, structural parameter 

values together with . their averages, 

- ana ysis of variability of · source data toget,er 

with their standard deviations and variability · 

coef-?icients~ 

efficiency analysis with classification of efficiency 

levelsu 

conclusions from the analysis of regression coeffi
cients and other ststistical parameters, fo instan

ce ~ the multiple correlation coefficient. 

The software systems created provide a elear overview and 
proc0ssing of dataQ acceptable for an average customer of 
coraputing equipment~ The systems implemented are multip iable, 
i.e. they can be implemanted in any organisational sett~ng pf 

agricultural enterprisese 
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